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State budget impasse holds up Pitt appropriation
P
ennsylvania’s 2010 fiscal
year has entered its third
month without a full
budget in place and with no firm
word on how much state funding
and federal stimulus money could
be coming Pitt’s way. The stalemate is causing headaches for Pitt
administrators who are trying to
plan University finances not only
for the current fiscal year, but also
for the upcoming one.
Noting in a Sept. 2 University
Update that “there have been
few tangible signs of progress,”
Chancellor Mark A. Nordenberg
stated, “At this point, it could not
be viewed as surprising if the state
was without a budget, and the University was without an appropriation, for a prolonged additional
period,” adding, “We will attempt
to manage our finances in ways
that minimize disruptions.”
q
If state appropriations are set
prior to the University Board of
Trustees’ June meeting, the board
can act on a University budget.
In years when the state appropriation has not been finalized, Pitt
has relied on a later meeting of
the board’s budget and executive
committees to set the University
budget, salary pool and tuition

rates for the upcoming year.
In this year’s July 16 meeting,
only one of those three issues was
addressed — with an asterisk.
Given that a pay freeze was
announced in March, the salary
pool issue was moot. And without
the state appropriation confirmed,
the trustees could not act on a
University budget for the 2010
fiscal year.
The committees approved
tuition increases of 4 percent for
most in-state students and 2.5
percent for out-of-state students
on the Pittsburgh campus for the
2009-10 academic year with the
caveat that a tuition surcharge
could be imposed if an estimated
$31 million gap in state funding
to Pitt remains. (See July 23, 2009,
University Times.)
q
Gov. Edward G. Rendell
signed a budget bill on Aug. 5,
but vetoed all funding except for
approximately $11 billion in line
items related to payroll and public
protection.
Pitt and its fellow state-related
universities Penn State, Temple
and Lincoln, are not funded
through the main state budget bill,
but as “non-preferred” institutions receive their appropriations

through individual bills that are
approved after the state’s budget
is passed.
(Two bills have been introduced for Pitt. As they currently
stand, each would appropriate
$160.49 million in state money for
Pitt, but House Bill 1711 includes
$10.24 million in federal stimulus
funds for the University, while
Senate Bill 1036 would give Pitt

nearly $7.68 million in stimulus
funds. None of the numbers is
definite until a bill is approved.)
q
Pitt receives its state appropriation in the form of monthly
wire transfers of approximately
$15 million-$16 million, said
Vice Chancellor for Budget and
Controller Arthur G. Ramicone.
Because the transfers for July and

August have not been received,
“We’re doing without about $30
million,” he said.
Ramicone also said some statefunded research money is being
delayed due to the lack of a state
budget.
On a positive note, revenues
from fall tuition bills that were sent
in July are being received.

he bug has arrived on
campus.
The first confirmed
case at Pitt of the H1N1 influenza virus, also known as swine
flu, was reported by University
officials this week. John Fedele,
Pitt associate director of news, said
an on-campus resident student has
contracted the illness.
According to Jay Frerotte,
director of Environmental Health
and Safety, the initial case of a student presenting flu-like symptoms
was reported Aug. 27.
“So far we’ve had a small
number of cases of students
reporting flu symptoms, and
they’ve all been mild cases,”

Frerotte said. “This is not a time
to panic, but we should all be
vigilant in hand-washing, reporting illness and self-isolation when
we get flu-like symptoms to avoid
infecting others. That’s the main
message we’ve been trying to get
out to the community.”
Pitt is bracing for a possible
large outbreak of the H1N1
influenza with a dedicated web
site, available at www.pitt.edu/
swine-flu/. The web site includes
Pitt-specific information and
guidance, as well as links to the
latest global, national, regional
and local developments.
In a letter last month to Pitt
employees, Ron Frisch, associ-

ate vice chancellor for Human
Resources, offered tips on preparing for an outbreak of H1N1 flu.
Citing the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC),
Frisch stated that symptoms for
H1N1 flu have been similar to
seasonal influenza.
Following CDC guidelines,
faculty and staff who have influenza-like symptoms should not
come to work and should avoid
others as much as possible until
free of fever for 24 hours.
Employees also should contact
their health care provider by telephone before seeking care.
Household members or those

CONTINUED ON PAGE 17
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itt tied for 56th — up
two spots from last year
— among all the nation’s
PhD-granting universities in the
2010 edition of U.S. News &
World Report’s “America’s Best
Colleges” rankings. Pitt tied with
Boston University.
When compared to just the
national public institutions, Pitt
was ranked 20th; last year Pitt
tied for 20th.
Harvard and Princeton tied for
the top spot this year among all
262 American doctorate-granting
schools (164 public institutions
and 98 private). Last year, Harvard
topped the list and Princeton was
second.
The University of CaliforniaBerkeley, which was ranked No.
21 overall, again held the top spot
among the publics, followed by
UCLA and the University of Virginia (each tied for 24th overall),
Michigan-Ann Arbor (27th overall) and North Carolina-Chapel
Hill (tied for 28th overall).
Pennsylvania institutions
ranked by U.S. News among the
overall top 50 national universities
were the University of Pennsylvania (tied for 4th), Carnegie Mellon
(22nd), Lehigh University (tied for
35th) and Penn State University
(tied for 47th overall; tied for 15th
among the publics).
The college ratings were
published in the Aug. 24 issue of
the magazine in abridged form.
In addition, undergraduate business and engineering programs
and certain specialty areas ranked
by U.S. News are posted on the
magazine’s web site: www.usnews.
com.
Even more extensive ranking
lists, which were the source for
this story, can be purchased at
the web site.
Kinds of institutions
U.S. News breaks down more
than 1,400 of the nation’s higher
education institutions into several
categories: national universities,
liberal arts colleges, regional
master’s universities and regional
baccalaureate colleges. Each
grouping includes public and
private institutions.
The categories, developed by
the Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching, were
adopted nine years ago by U.S.
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RANKINGS
Pitt moves up two places
in latest U.S. News survey

News, which has ranked colleges
and universities annually since
1983.
National universities, including Pitt, are defined by U.S. News
as those institutions that offer a
“wide range of undergraduate
majors, as well as master’s and
doctoral degrees; some emphasize [faculty] research.”
Methodology
U.S. News gathers data
from the institutions each
year. According to the
magazine, 91.2 percent
of the 1,477 schools
returned surveys
supplying data for
this year’s rankings. Missing data
are drawn from
national sources
such as the American Association of University Professors, the National
Collegiate Athletic Association,
the Council for Aid to Education and the U.S. Department of
Education’s National Center for
Educational Statistics.
The rankings for national
universities are derived from a
comparison of seven weighted
indicators, including academic
reputation based on assessment by
administrators at peer institutions,
which accounts for 25 percent of
the total score, the largest single
indicator.
This year, participation in the
survey by college leaders, which
had dropped over recent years
from 68 percent in 1999 to last
year’s lowest-ever participation
rate of 46 percent, rose slightly
to 48 percent, according to the
magazine.
A second indicator is student
selectivity, which accounts for 15
percent of the total score. Fifty
percent of the selectivity score is
derived from the test scores of all
enrolled freshmen who took the
critical reading and math portions
of the SAT or the composite ACT
score.
This year, U.S. News adjusted
its methodology slightly regarding
the entrance-test scores.
“In order to better represent
the entire [fall 2008] entering class,
we are now using a value that takes
into account the admissions test
scores of all entering students,”
the magazine stated. “Previously,
we used only the scores of the test
that had the majority of students
taking it.”
Pitt requires applicants to take
either the SAT or the ACT.
The other five ranking indicators are: freshman retention rates
(20 percent of the total score);
faculty resources (20 percent);
financial resources (10 percent);
alumni giving (5 percent), and
graduation rate performance (5
percent).
The last indicator, graduation
rate performance, is defined as
the difference between a school’s
six-year graduation rate for the

other Pitt data:
• The percentage of classes
in fall 2008 with fewer than 20
students was 44.5 percent,
while the percentage
of classes with
50 or more
students was 16
percent.
• 48 percent of
freshmen were in
the top 10 percent of
their 2008 high school
class; 85 percent were
in the top quarter, and 98
percent in the top half of
their high school class.
• Pitt’s 2008 acceptance
rate was 55.4 percent.
• The 25th and 75th SAT
percentile rates for fall 2008
freshmen were 1160 and 1360,
respectively.

class that entered in 2002 and
the predicted rate for that class.
The predicted rate is calculated
using a formula that accounts
for the standardized test scores
of students entering in 2002 and
the school’s expenditures on the
students.
If the actual graduation rate is
higher than the predicted rate, the
school is judged to have enhanced
the students’ achievement. For
example, Pitt’s predicted six-year
graduation rate was 71 percent,
while the actual rate was 76
percent.
According to the magazine,
Pitt’s peer assessment score was
3.4 (with 5.0 as the highest); its
retention and graduation rate was
90 percent, which ranked 71st
nationally; its faculty resources
ranked 109th nationally; its
student selectivity ranked 63rd
nationally; its financial resources
ranked 36th nationally, and its 14.7
percent alumni giving rate ranked
98th nationally.
The magazine also reported

Undergraduate business
and engineering programs
Also ranked nationally by
U.S. News and World Report
were undergraduate business
and engineering programs on the
Pittsburgh campus.
Among the 183 undergraduate business programs nationally
ranked by U.S. News, the College
of Business Administration tied
for 42nd with Arkansas, Boston
University, South CarolinaColumbia, Tulane and Virginia
Tech. Last year the Pitt program
tied for 43rd overall.
Pitt was tied for 24th among
public universities, the same as
last year.
Carnegie Mellon’s business
program ranked 9th; Penn State’s
program tied for 21st in the overall
rankings. Penn’s Wharton business school held the top spot overall in this undergraduate category,
just as it did last year.
To arrive at the business program rankings, in spring 2009
U.S. News surveyed deans and
senior faculty at undergraduate
business programs accredited
by the Association to Advance
Collegiate Schools of Business.
Participants were asked to rate
the quality of all programs they

Self-defense program highlighted

A self-defense program at Pitt is among the programs featured in
U.S. News and World Report’s 2010 best colleges edition’s “Learning How to Fight Back” article. Developed by long-time Pitt police
officer Curtis Smith, the Buy Yourself a Minute (BYAM) method
teaches students techniques for getting out of dangerous situations
and avoiding them altogether. Smith’s self-defense classes include
simulated attacks, the magazine noted.
In the story, Smith is quoted as saying, “It’s different from a lot
of other programs. We feel that the BYAM method is much more
balanced and it deals with the overall spectrum of crimes — scams
and so forth.”
The simulated attacks, including purse snatchings and hold-ups
involving mock weapons, give students “a realistic point of view on
what’s it’s going to take, how to survive out there,” Smith said in
the article.
In addition to his duties as a campus police officer, Smith serves
as an instructor in the Department of Health, Physical and Recreational Education, the kinder kinetics program and the national
youth sports program. In 2005, Smith won a Chancellor’s Award for
Staff Excellence in Service to the Community.
The full story is available online at: www.usnews.com.

were familiar with on a scale of
1 (marginal) to 5 (distinguished).
The rankings were based solely
on this peer survey; 42 percent of
those surveyed responded, according to the magazine.
Among the top 101 accredited undergraduate engineering
programs listed for universities
that grant PhDs, Pitt’s program
tied for 51st (the same rank as
last year) with five other schools:
Colorado School of Mines; Dartmouth; Delaware; Drexel, and
Massachusetts-Amherst.
Among public national institutions, Pitt tied for 29th with
Colorado School of Mines, Delaware and Massachusetts-Amherst.
Pitt tied for 28th last year in this
category.
Carnegie Mellon tied for 7th
and Penn State tied for 17th
overall among doctorate-granting schools in the engineering
program rankings. Massachusetts Institute of Technology was
ranked No. 1 by the magazine, the
CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

How Pitt
stacks up
within state

F

ollowing are highlights
from a comparison of
select Pennsylvania institutions in U.S. News and World
Report’s 2010 “America’s Best
Colleges” edition:
• Acceptance rate: Pitt
accepted 55.4 percent (down
slightly from 56 percent in
last year’s data) of applicants
for fall 2008’s entering class
(20,685 total applicants; 11,467
accepted); Penn State, 51.2 percent (39,089 applicants, 20,011
accepted); Carnegie Mellon,
37.9 percent (13,527 applicants,
5,129 accepted); Temple, 60.8
percent (18,670 applicants,
11,349 accepted); Penn, 16.9
percent (22,935 applicants,
3,883 accepted).
(The most selective institution nationally was Harvard, 8
percent.)
• Student-faculty ratio: Pitt
15:1; Penn State and Temple,
17:1; CMU, 11:1; Penn, 6:1.
• Average six-year graduation rate in 2008: Pitt graduated
76 percent of its 2002 entering
students within six years (up
from 75 percent of 2001 entering students); Penn State, 85
percent; CMU, 87 percent;
Temple, 65 percent; Penn, 95
percent.
• Retention rate of fall 2007
entering freshmen: Pitt, 90 percent (the same as last year); Penn
State, 93.2 percent; CMU, 94.5
percent; Temple, 85.8 percent;
Penn; 98 percent.
• Percentage of full-time students deemed to have financial
need: Pitt, 54 percent (down
from 55 percent), $9,696 average aid package; Penn State,
50 percent, $9,517 average aid
package; CMU, 48 percent,
$26,552 average aid package;
Temple, 69 percent, $15,436
average aid package; Penn, 43
percent, $33,221 average aid
package.
• Alumni giving rate: Pitt,
14.7 percent (15 percent in
2007); Penn State, 19.7 percent;
CMU, 20.1 percent; Temple, 9
percent; Penn, 38.7 percent.
—Peter Hart
n
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All in the

FAMILY
39 + 39 + 12 + 10 = 100
That’s the running tally — in
Pitt-employment years — of
the four-member Rosol family:
Joanne; her husband Mike, and
their sons Jason and Derek. Toss in
four Pitt degrees among them and
you realize this is a family with a
serious case of Blue and Gold.
“Joanne and I have been here
forever. When we started, the
Cathedral was only seven floors
high,” joked Mike Rosol, manager of bulk mailing services,
part of Parking, Transportation
and Services.
Mike started at Pitt in 1970,
delivering mail throughout the
Cathedral of Learning. He and a
co-worker had a dedicated elevator, complete with a human operator, to take them to every floor.
“We got to know people on
every floor. That’s how I met
Joanne,” Mike said.
Joanne joined the Pitt staff the
same year, working for a couple
of months at Falk Library as a
secretary before transferring to the
then-School of General Studies in
the Cathedral.
A colleague of Joanne’s played
Cupid for the couple.
Mike said, “One of her friends
invited us over to her house — a
blind date, I guess — or not really
blind, because we did know each
other by then.”
Joanne climbed the employment ladder at CGS, moving from
secretary to dean’s administrative
assistant to her current post as
director of enrollment management, while also earning both a
bachelor’s degree and master’s

degree here. “In my job, I deal with
adult, nontraditional students,”
she said. “It’s really easy to relate to
these students, especially because
that’s how I did it: I started and I
stopped. Working, having kids and
going to school, it took me almost
20 years to finish my undergraduate degree, but then I went right
into my master’s program and that
went a lot faster,” Joanne said. “I
really took advantage of the tuition
benefits, including with the kids,”
she added.
Jason, 30, is a 2001 Pitt
graduate in accounting. He was
a student-employee throughout
his undergraduate years, working in the Office of Admissions
and Financial Aid, among other
units. Following graduation, he
was hired in Research Accounting
and since 2004 has been a projects administrator in the medical
school’s Department of Medicine,
part of a group of some 20 accountants who monitor federal research
grant procedures.
“We’re there to make sure
that [researchers] don’t get into
trouble if they get audited and that
they’re spending on things that are
appropriate to the grant. That all
has to be documented, especially
when it involves federal money,”
Jason said.
Brother Derek, 28, also was
a student worker during his
undergrad days, moving from
the Provost’s office to linguistics
and then, following in his father’s
footsteps, working in the student
mailroom in Litchfield Towers.
He earned a psychology degree
in 2004 and that year was hired
at The Book Center, where he is

a sales floor coordinator.
When it came time to apply to
college, Jason and Derek looked
no further than Pitt. Joanne said
her sons’ Pitt indoctrination began
at a young age, when child care
options were scant. “After I had
the kids, I came back from pregnancy leave and worked 10 hours
a week: two days a week, five-hour
shifts,” she said.
“I stayed with the kids during
the day and then Mike would come
home and I’d go to work. And I
had a wonderful boss. If I had to,
I would take the kids to work, and
that was fine. A lot of us did that.
The work still got done.”
Derek said, “I remember both
my parents, actually, taking me
to work. We’d get out of school
and I’d go to my mom’s office
and they’d give me little tasks like
making copies of something. Or
when my dad was working in the
Cathedral, we’d hang out there
sometimes.”
Mike said, “We brought them
to Pitt as kids and it’s like they
never left.”
Derek said, “I always knew
I’d go to Pitt. As long as I can
remember, I’ve been a big Pitt fan.
I liked everything about it. I follow
football and men’s basketball.”
Jason, also a big Panthers
sports booster, concurred. “I never
considered any other place than
Pitt,” he said. “It just felt right
to me.”
Derek commuted all four
undergraduate years from the
Rosol family’s Penn Hills home,
one more year than his brother
did.
The brothers agreed that

cosmetic improvements in Oakland over the last decade or so
have changed the atmosphere on
campus.
Derek said, “I think the biggest change is the greening of
the campus. It has a much less
big-city feel now, with students
out studying on Schenley Plaza,
for example. We didn’t have too
many options like that when I
went to Pitt.”
That “greening” of the campus
is something that Mike Rosol
largely has missed. In his 39
years with Mailing Services, the
operation has moved from Henry
Street to the Cathedral basement
to an Uptown warehouse near
Duquesne University to Melwood
Avenue to its current Lexington
Avenue location.
“We haven’t been on campus
for maybe 20 years,” Mike said.
“It is a different feel. Sometimes I
like to come here to Oakland just
to walk around and get the feel of
the campus again. But it’s quieter
where we are and parking’s not a
problem.”
Mike said the biggest changes
he’s seen at Pitt have come from
advances in machinery and technology. “We have machines that
do a lot of the stuff we used to do
by hand,” he said, adding that in
the 1970s and ’80s Mailing Services even had its own temporary
pool of 15-20 workers on call for
heavy mail sorting and delivering days.
Machines have replaced the
need for extra staff, he said. “For
example, people used to have to
peel off labels and stick them
on. Now we have a machine
that sprays the addresses on, and
machines do the inserting for the
business-size envelopes.”
But the biggest change is the
revolution in technology with the
development of computers and
the Internet, he said. The volume
of mail handled on campus has
been affected by the advent of
email and other online services.
“For students, we used to mail
and insert their grades. We don’t
do that anymore. That used to
be what, 25,000 pieces a couple
times a year? A lot of that’s gone
online.”
Mike and Joanne both recalled
the Pitt computers of earlier days.
“I remember when all Pitt had was

the monster computers that took
up a whole floor in the Cathedral,”
Mike said. “To work on it you
had to have punch cards, and you
needed about 80 punch cards for
a program just to count from 1 to
20,” he quipped.
Joanne remembered taking
course registration cards to the
Registrar’s office every Tuesday
— and not finding out until the
following day if there were still
openings in a given class. It was a
far cry from online registration,
which is expected to start University-wide this fall.
The Internet also has changed
things dramatically for Pitt staff
in search of a job transfer. Joanne
remembers when the University
Times was the main source for
Pitt job openings. “Back in the
day, I remember people rushing
downstairs to get a copy of the
University Times for the job
postings,” she said. Now, all open
positions are searchable on the
Human Resources web site.
Having Internet access at home
has changed her own job, Joanne
said, because she can perform
most of her duties remotely. “I
can get right into my desktop from
home. It’s just like I’m sitting in
my office,” Joanne said.
On the downside, having a
laptop and BlackBerry means she
can be contacted with work issues
virtually 24/7.
Mike’s job is such that no
amount of technology would
enable him to do it remotely,
something that is fine with him.
“I have enough trouble with a cell
phone,” he admits.
As part of the generation that
grew up with computers, their
sons use the Internet and related
technology in ways that might not
occur to their parents. Both Jason
and Derek rely on the Internet for
their news, for instance. “I never
buy a newspaper, except maybe on
Sunday for the ads,” Jason said,
while his parents use more traditional communication means.
But the technology divide
doesn’t really drive a wedge
between the generations, the
parents maintained. “We all share
a love for Pitt and for Pittsburgh,
which is a big enough city while
keeping its small-town intimacy,”
Joanne said.
—Peter Hart
n

With 100 years — and counting — of employment at Pitt, the
Rosol family continues to be big Blue and Gold boosters.
From left, Joanne, Jason, Derek and Mike gather to celebrate
Father’s Day at the parents’ Penn Hills home.
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Pitt moves up in U.S. News ranking
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2

same spot it held last year.
Undergrad engineering programs were ranked solely on a
spring 2009 peer survey of deans
and senior faculty who rated
each program they were familiar
with. Fifty-five percent of those
surveyed at schools that award
doctorates responded, according
to the magazine.
U.S. News also solicited nominations from engineering school
officials for the best undergraduate programs in 12 engineering
specialty areas. Pitt’s biomedical
engineering program tied for 21st
among 24 such programs highlighted (ranked 24th last year).
Pitt tied with the University of
Illinois-Urbana/Champaign and
the University of Minnesota-Twin
Cities.
Best values
The Pittsburgh campus was
ranked 39th (5th among public
institutions) by U.S. News in the
top 50 “best values” list among
national universities.
These rankings were based on
three variables:
• The ratio of quality to price:
A school’s overall score in the rankings was divided by the net cost
to a student receiving the average
need-based scholarship or grant.



The higher the ratio of rank to the
discounted cost (total costs less the
average need-based scholarship
or grant), the better the value,
according to the magazine.
• The percentage of all undergraduates receiving need-based
scholarships or grants during the
2008-2009 year.
• The average discount, that is,
the percentage of a school’s 20082009 total costs (tuition, room
and board, fees, books and other
expenses) covered by the average
need-based scholarship or grant
to undergraduates.
In the case of public institutions, 2008-2009 out-of-state
tuition and percentage of outof-state students receiving needbased scholarships or grants were
used. Only those schools ranked
in or near the top half of their
categories were considered.
The schools’ overall ranks were
determined first by standardizing
the scores achieved by every school
in each of the three variables and
weighting those scores. The ratio
of quality to price accounted for
60 percent of the overall score;
the percentage of all undergraduates receiving need-based grants
accounted for 25 percent, and
the average discount accounted
for 15 percent. The school with

the highest total weighted points
became No. 1 in its category. The
other schools were then ranked in
descending order.
At Pitt, 43 percent of undergraduates received grants based on
need. The average cost to students
after receiving need-based grants
was $22,977, and the average
discount from the total cost was
36 percent.
Harvard, with 57 percent of
students receiving grants, an average cost of $13,400 after grants
and a 73 percent average discount,
finished No. 1 on the list, according to the magazine.
The regional campuses
Nationally, U.S. News ranked
319 public and private baccalaureate colleges, divided into four
regions of the country.
The northern region includes
Pennsylvania, the six New England states, and Delaware, Maryland, New Jersey and New York.
According to the magazine,
baccalaureate colleges are institutions that focus on undergraduate
education and offer a range of
degree programs in professional
fields such as business, nursing
and education, with liberal arts
programs accounting for fewer
than half of the bachelor’s degrees

awarded.
(The nation’s 266 liberal arts
colleges, by contrast, award at
least half their degrees in the arts
and sciences, according to U.S.
News.)
The magazine lists 64 baccalaureate institutions overall in the
northern subcategory, ranking the
top 33 (including ties) and listing
Nos. 34-49 in tier 3 and Nos. 5064 in tier 4.
Schools in both tiers 3 and 4
were listed alphabetically in the
magazine.
This year, Pitt’s Johnstown
campus tied for 28th with Curry
College (Mass.); UPJ ranked 33rd
last year. The campus ranked 8th
among public institutions.
The Bradford campus was
ranked in the third tier in the
northern region.
Pitt’s Greensburg campus was
unranked this year as well as the
past two years because the campus
does not have a separate accreditation, according to Robert J. Morse,
director of data research at U.S.
News & World Report. Morse
acknowledged to the University
Times last year that Pitt-Bradford and Pitt-Johnstown also are
accredited under the University’s
accreditation and that, under that
tenet, those campuses likewise
should not have been included.
“This was an oversight. Our
goal is that the schools should be
treated equally and we didn’t do
that,” Morse said last week. “We
have many, many, many pieces of
information to put together and
sometimes the little details fall
through the cracks. I don’t mean
that these are little things to the
people involved at the schools,
but they’re little things in our big
picture.”
He declined to say what tack
the magazine will take in future
years regarding Pitt’s regionals.
Dean Nelson, assistant vice
president for Academic Affairs
at Pitt-Greensburg, said his
campus submitted the required
data despite no assurance that
the magazine would rank UPG.
Because the campus has not been
listed for three years, Nelson said,
“I called Mr. Morse to see what
their decision would be but he
didn’t ever return my call.
“On the other hand, we’re not
bitter toward the magazine. We
don’t think [not being included]
has hurt our recruitment. In
fact, we think the rankings are
detrimental to the process of
recruiting, because the rankings
are teaching students the wrong
aspects to look for in a college
choice. [The rankings] measure
the wrong things: They measure
inputs instead of what happens to
students after they’re here. Even
freshman retention is a measure
that is largely consistent with the
kinds of students who come to a
college and how well they do once
they get there. If they’re learning,
they stay.”
Nelson further maintained
that the U.S. News peer assessment measure, the factor with the
most weight, has at least two flaws:
The survey has a very low rate of
return, and those surveyed can’t be
expected to know very much about
a large number of other institutions, he said. “I think there’s
gaming going on, and that sometimes people pull other schools out
of the air just because they know
the name, without being very well
informed,” Nelson said.
Pitt-Titusville, as primarily

a two-year institution, is not
included in the U.S. News rankings.
Both UPJ and UPB appear
in a number of subcategories
within the group of 64 northern
baccalaureate colleges ranked by
U.S. News.
The two campuses appear on
the average freshman retention
rate list: Pitt-Johnstown tied for
26th with a 73.8 percent retention
rate; Pitt-Bradford ranked 36th
with a 68 percent rate.
Among peer institutions, PittJohnstown tied for 17th with a 59
percent six-year graduation rate
and Pitt-Bradford ranked 40th
with a 44.8 percent rate.
At UPB, 51.9 percent of classes
had fewer than 20 students in
2008, ranking the campus 38th
in its region, while 32.4 percent
of UPJ’s classes had under 20 students, ranking the campus 52nd.
Student-incurred debt
U.S. News compiled lists of
the schools whose students in the
class of 2008 graduated with the
heaviest and lightest debt loads.
The data included loans taken
out by students from the colleges
themselves, from financial institutions and from federal, state and
local governments. Parents’ loans
were not included.
The data indicated what percentage of the student body had
taken on debt (and, by extrapolation, what percentage was debtfree).
Data also included the “average amount of debt,” that is,
the average cumulative amount
borrowed by those students who
incurred debt, not the average for
all students.
At the Johnstown campus,
86 percent of 2008 graduates
incurred debt, averaging $23,295.
That ranked 17th best (lowest
average total indebtedness) among
baccalaureate colleges in the
northern region.
In the same category, PittBradford ranked 23rd with 92
percent of 2008 graduates having
incurred an average debt of
$26,463.
Information for Pittsburgh
campus students graduating in
2008 was incomplete and the
campus is not listed, according
to Morse. “The school submitted information on the student
indebtedness for federal loans, but
not for the alternative non-federal
loans,” Morse said. “It would not
have been consistent with that
table to list the school.”
Ethnic diversity
To identify colleges where
students are most likely to encounter undergraduates from racial
or ethnic groups different from
their own, U.S. News developed
a diversity index (with 1.0 as the
highest score), which factors in the
total proportion of minority students — leaving out international
students — and the overall mix
of groups from each institution’s
2008-2009 student body.
Pitt tied with 10 other schools
for 185th among the 262 national
universities on U.S. News’s racial
diversity rankings. Pitt’s diversity
index score was 0.27.
Pitt-Bradford ranked 30th
and UPJ tied for 48th for racial
diversity among the 64 schools
in the northern region.
Bradford’s diversity index was
0.19 and Johnstown’s was 0.08.
—Peter Hart
n
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G-20 impact on campus remains unclear
How the Sept. 24-25 G-20
summit may impact the University
and its operations remains unclear
pending details University administrators said they expect to receive
from the White House sometime
after Sept. 14.
Pitt administrators say the goal
is to maintain normal University
operations as much as possible
during the summit. Associate Vice
Chancellor for Human Resources
Ron Frisch told the University

Times the University would
remain open.
In a Sept. 2 University Update,
Chancellor Mark A. Nordenberg
cautioned that the event “almost
certainly will require some modifications, institutionally and individually, to customary routines.”
Because most of the summit
activities will be Downtown, it
“should make our practical challenges more manageable.”
However, he pointed out that

road closings, public transit route
changes and altered airport operations will affect transit. “We expect
that experienced commuters,
armed with the right information,
will be able to adjust to whatever
short-term challenges are presented,” he stated.
Summit-related events in Oakland include a welcome dinner for
G-20 guests hosted by President
Barack Obama at Phipps Conservatory on Sept. 24 and a mass

Kimberly K. Barlow
Catherine DeLoughry of the Allegheny Conference on Community Development addressed nearly
100 potential G-20 Pittsburgh Summit volunteers who gathered for a “Welcome the World” orientation session Aug. 26 in Alumni Hall’s Connolly Ballroom.
To prepare local volunteer “ambassadors” for contact with international visitors during the event,
the Pittsburgh G-20 Partnership coordinated five such sessions across the Pittsburgh area last week.
Each session offered information about the G-20 and suggested talking points about the region and
tips on what kind of information visitors may need.

march to the City County Building, Downtown, coordinated by
the Thomas Merton Center. The
march begins at noon Sept. 25 at
the corner of Forbes and Craft
avenues.

Nordenberg, in his update,
said that because Phipps Conservatory borders the Pittsburgh
campus, the Sept. 24 dinner there
“almost certainly will affect our
operations here that day. When
it becomes more certain what
changes will be required, we will
begin the processes of notification
and implementation.”
n

H1N1 flu arrives on campus
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

caring for an ill person should
follow CDC guidance, available
at www.cdc.gov/h1n1flu/.
Persons who have a high risk
of complications from influenza
infection, such as those with certain chronic medical conditions
like asthma or women who are
pregnant, should consult their
health care provider about precautionary measures. Individuals
are encouraged to take preventive
steps, including: Covering the
nose and mouth with a tissue when
one coughs or sneezes; washing
hands often and thoroughly with
soap and water or alcohol-based
hand cleaners, and avoiding touching eyes, nose or mouth.
In a separate letter to faculty
from the Provost’s office, instructors are asked to consider in
advance how they will adjust their
courses in the event of widespread
student absenteeism.
Frerotte said, “According to
the latest from the federal government, about 45 million doses of
H1N1 vaccine will be distributed
[nationally] in mid-October, with
20 million doses available each
week after that.”
Still, the distribution of the

vaccine will be prioritized by the
federal government based on risk
factors, he said. “We’re in contact
with the Allegheny County Health
Department, where we will get
the vaccine, and we will follow
the federal guidelines on distribution when they are made known,”
Frerotte said.
According to Elizabeth Wettick, senior physician at Student
Health Service, two vaccinations
at least a month apart likely will
be required to be effective against
the H1N1 strain.
While employees also are
encouraged to get seasonal flu
vaccinations, those do not protect
against the H1N1 virus, Wettick
noted. Seasonal flu vaccine clinics are expected to begin on the
Pittsburgh campus in late September. Wettick said Student Health
Service will hold its seasonal flu
clinics on Oct. 21 and 27.
Letters from the vice provost
and dean of students went out
this week to students and parents
regarding the H1N1 virus. Pitt
has established 24-hour hotlines
for students (412/624-2222) and
parents (412/648-1100).
—Peter Hart
n
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Thomas Hales, Mellon Professor of Mathematics, has been
awarded the 2009 Fulkerson Prize
by the Mathematical Programming Society and the American
Mathematical Society for the
papers, “A Proof of the Kepler
Conjecture” and “Sphere Packings, V. Pentahedral Prisms.”
The prize, which is awarded
every three years, included a
$1,500 cash award and recognition at the recent International
Symposium on Mathematical
Programming.
Three School of Education
faculty members recently were
honored for their academic
expertise.
• Nancy S. Elman, associate professor emeritus in the
Department of Psychology in
Education, was elected as a fellow

T H E

T I M E S

of the American Psychological
Association’s (APA) Society of
Counseling Psychology Division
17. She has taught in the doctoral
program in counseling psychology
and the Department of Applied
Developmental Psychology and
was a faculty member in the School
of Social Work’s family therapy
certificate program.
• Roger D. Klein, associate
professor in the School of Education’s Department of Psychology
in Education, has received the APA
2009 Award for Distinguished
Professional Contributions to
Media Psychology.
A member of the APA’s Division of Media Psychology, Klein
has worked as a freelance health
reporter for WPXI-TV, CNBC
and PBS.
Since 1999, he has produced
a KQV 1410 AM series now

called The Healthcare Quality
Minute.
In 2003, Klein began working with Wadsworth Publishing,
producing video segments to
showcase the research labs of
psychologists and neuroscientists
from around the country. A total
of 55 videos, which complement
Wadsworth textbooks, have been
published.
Among Klein’s honors are a
2001 Pitt Chancellor’s Distinguished Public Service Award and
the annual media award from the
Pennsylvania Psychological Association in 1982 and in 2007.
• Education Dean Alan Lesgold was appointed chair of the
National Academies’ committee
on the learning sciences: foundations and applications to adolescent and adult literacy. A National
Research Council (NRC) Division
of Behavioral and Social Sciences
and Education committee, the
group will produce a consensus
summary of the state of research
relevant to adult and adolescent
literacy.
The study is funded by the
National Institute for Literacy in
the U.S. Department of Education.
Lesgold is a national associate
of the National Academies.
John F. Alcorn, a biologist in
the John G. Rangos Sr. Research
Center at Children’s Hospital,
has been awarded a 2009 Parker
B. Francis Fellowship, awarded
each year to scientists conducting
pulmonology research.
Alcorn’s research focuses on
uncovering the molecular pathway of pneumonia infections and
defining novel therapeutic targets
in the lung. His studies will address
the role of helper T cells and their
downstream signaling pathways
involved in host defense, all of
which may promote the resolution
of pneumonia.
The three-year Parker B. Francis Fellowship provides $156,000
to each recipient in support of his
or her research related to pulmonary disease and lung biology.
Adam Slivka, professor of
medicine in the Division of
Gastroenterology, Hepatology
and Nutrition, where he serves
as the associate chief for clinical services, was honored as the
National Pancreas Foundation
2009 Person of the Year. NPF
is a nonprofit organization that
supports research on diseases of
the pancreas.
Slivka’s research interests
include the clinical applications
of gastrointestinal endoscopy for



The People of the Times column features recent news on
faculty and staff, including awards and other honors, accomplishments and administrative appointments.
We welcome submissions from all areas of the University.
Send information via email to: utimes@pitt.edu, by fax at
412/624-4579 or by campus mail to 308 Bellefield Hall.
For submission guidelines, visit www.umc.pitt.edu/utimes/
deadlines.html online.
diagnosis and therapy, including
the development and testing of
new instrumentation to improve
endoscopic therapy outcomes for
pancreaticobiliary disease.
Chemistry professors Dennis
Curran and Kenneth Jordan
have been elected to the inaugural
class of fellows of the American
Chemical Society. The ACS
fellows program was established
in 2008. Unlike ACS national
awards, the designation as fellow
is conferred on those who have
distinguished themselves in multiple areas, including the promotion of science, the profession and
service to the American Chemical
Society.
Curran is Distinguished Service Professor of
Chemistry and
Bayer Professor who specializes in natural
products total
synthesis, new
synthetic methods and stereochemistry. In 2008, Curran
received the American Chemical
Society Award for Creative Work
in Fluorine Chemistry.
Jordan is Distinguished Professor of Computational
Chemistry
and Director
of the Center
for Molecular
and Materials
Simulations
whose specialties include
reactions on
surfaces; properties of molecular
hydrogen-bonded, Monte Carlo
and molecular dynamics simulations, and electron-molecule
interactions. Earlier this year,
Jordan was named a fellow of the
Royal Society of Chemistry.
Both scholars have won the
Chancellor’s Distinguished
Research Award.
William P. Follansbee, professor of medicine and radiology
at the School of Medicine and
director of nuclear cardiology
at the UPMC Cardiovascular
Institute, has been selected as the
inaugural Master Clinician Chair
in Cardiovascular Medicine at the

UPMC facility.
Named in his honor, the
William P. Follansbee, MD,
Master Clinician Chair in
Cardiovascular
Medicine was
established to
recognize a faculty member
who is both an outstanding academic clinician and educator.
Follansbee has received many
honors, including being named to
every Pittsburgh Magazine “Top
Doctors” list since 1992. He is a
recipient of the American Heart
Association’s Teacher of the Year
Award and the Peter J. Safar Pulse
of Pittsburgh Award.
He is a fellow of the American
College of Cardiology, the American College of Physicians, the
American Heart Association and
the American Society of Nuclear
Cardiology.
Stephen J. Bagnato, professor of pediatrics and psychology,
received the 2008-2009 Penn
State University School of Education Excellence in Education
Alumni Award.
The award is given to alumni
who demonstrate national and
international excellence in their
research and service and a significant impact on best practices in the
field of education and psychology
in education.
Bagnato also was appointed
to Gov. Edward Rendell’s Early
Learning
Council for
Pennsylvania.
The ELC is
an executive
body designed
to advise the
governor and
the legislature
on important
issues regarding policy and practice in the fields
of early care and education and
early childhood intervention.
Bagnato also is director of
the early childhood partnerships
program in the Department of
Pediatrics, School of Medicine.
He holds a joint appointment in
the applied developmental psychology program in the School of
Education.
n
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What’s

at

PITT?
The hustle and bustle that marks the beginning of the academic
year has returned: The proliferation of laundry carts, re-directed
traffic, upperclass student volunteers pointing the way to newcomers and their families during Arrival Survival.
But for many at Pitt, the hazy days of summer have been anything
but lazy: Facilities were renovated; faculty and staff were hired; new
academic programs were established; events were planned.
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NEW
The University Times asked deans and other school officials to
provide a brief look at “What’s New? People, Places and Things”
in their areas.
The summaries that follow are not all-encompassing, but rather
are overviews of school news based on material submitted by the
units. Information previously published in the University Times
was not included here.

Barbara DelRaso
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What’s new
In the School of Arts and Sciences,
former University of Wisconsin postdoctoral fellow Seth Horne has joined Pitt’s
chemistry department faculty. Horne’s
research focuses on the synthesis of organic
oligomers with simple backbones that mimic
or interact with more complex biological
molecules. He earned his PhD in chemistry
from Scripps Research Institute.
Renã Sowell comes to chemistry from
the University of Kentucky, where she
was a postdoctoral fellow. She earned her
PhD in analytical chemistry at Indiana
University.
Sowell’s research involves investigating the protective effects of antioxidant
compounds against oxidative stress in
neurodegenerative diseases and elucidating
disease etiology.
Mohammed Bamyeh has been named
associate professor in the Department of
Sociology.
Bamyeh is a scholar in the sociology of
politics and culture, focusing on Islamic
societies and how global transnational processes relate Islamic societies to the rest of
the world. He received his PhD in sociology
from the University of Wisconsin-Madison. Before coming to Pitt, Bamyeh was
the Hubert H. Humphrey Distinguished
Visiting Professor of International Studies
at Macalester College.
In addition, Arts and Sciences has hired
new assistant professors Yi Xu, East Asian
languages and literatures; James Shaw,
philosophy; Suzanna Crage, sociology, and
Annmarie Duggan, theatre arts.
New non-tenure stream faculty include:
Valerie Oke, lecturer and co-director
of undergraduate programs in biological
sciences; Michelle Ward-Muscatello,
lecturer in chemistry; Yin Chong, assistant instructor in East Asian languages
and literatures; Lori Campbell, lecturer
in English; Na-Rae Han, lecturer in
linguistics; Konstantine Zelator and
Jeffrey Wheeler, assistant instructors in
mathematics; Olivia Newman, lecturer
in political science, and Allan Zuckoff,
lecturer in psychology.
q
Youmasu J. Siewe is the new director
of the Center for Rural Health Practice at
Pitt-Bradford. Siewe has nearly 30 years’
experience in public health, beginning
in his native Cameroon. He earned his
doctoral degree from Southern Illinois
University-Carbondale. Before coming to
Pitt-Bradford, he was director for public
health services at the University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences, where he set up
public health education outreach programs
and services.
q
Robert L. Engelmeier has been named
professor and chair of the Department of
Prosthodontics in the School of Dental
Medicine. He comes from the University
of Texas, Houston Dental Branch, where he
directed its implant program and graduate
prosthodontic residency program. Engelmeier, who received his DMD from Pitt,
has served in numerous administrative
and clinical positions in the military and
in academia.
Seth M. Weinberg has joined the
faculty as a research assistant professor of
oral biology. Weinberg received his PhD
in anthropology from Pitt and focused
on an interdisciplinary combination of
craniofacial imaging and human genetics.
He completed postdoctoral studies at the
Carver College of Medicine, University
of Iowa.
q
William J. Federspiel is the new
graduate coordinator in the Swanson
School of Engineering’s Department of
Bioengineering.
Federspiel is a William Kepler Whiteford Professor. Formerly, he was graduate


coordinator in the Department of Chemical
and Petroleum Engineering.
q
Among the new staff in the College of
General Studies are:
• Krista Stokes, who joined the CGS
advising staff from Simmons College in
Boston, where she was coordinator of disability services. Stokes earned a master’s
degree in student affairs in higher education
from Indiana University of Pennsylvania.
• Brett Cione, manager of recruitment.
His work focuses primarily on recruiting
nontraditional and transfer students. Cione
also works with local community colleges

to assist students in their transition to the
University. He recently earned a master’s
degree in higher education management
from Pitt.
• Ann Rairigh, director of Veterans
Services. Rairigh earned her undergraduate degree from Penn State and expects
to graduate in December with a master’s
degree in organizational leadership.
q
Jeffrey Everly has joined the PittGreensburg faculty as a visiting assistant
professor in psychology. His experience
includes a post-doctoral research fellowship at Johns Hopkins University School
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of Medicine’s Center for Learning and
Health. While pursuing his master’s and
PhD degrees at West Virginia University,
Everly was a graduate teaching assistant in
the Department of Psychology.
Newly minted PhD Gretchen Underwood has joined the Pitt-Greensburg
faculty as a visiting assistant professor in
communication. She comes from Purdue
University, where she was a teaching assistant and graduate lecturer in the Department of Communication.
Greensburg’s University Relations and
Institutional Advancement Office has added
new members to its staff.
UPG alum Kristin Guynn, online communication and development specialist, will
create content for and maintain the UPG
web site, write for promotional publications
and coordinate web-based fundraising strategies. Guynn earned an MBA from Point
Park University, where she worked as a
marketing and communications associate.
Mark Matras, development coordinator, will implement plans for Pitt-Greensburg’s major gifts campaign and coordinate
the faculty and staff internal campaign,
advisory board campaign, matching gift
program and gifts-in-kind program. He
previously was an account manager for
ThermoFisher Scientific in Pittsburgh.
Robert Smith is the new assistant director of administrative systems for Computing Services and Telecommunications. He
comes to UPG with 15 years of experience
with Pitt’s academic and administrative support systems, having worked in the Office
of Admissions and Financial Aid and the
Office of the Registrar.
q
Among the new faculty in the School of
Health and Rehabilitation Sciences are
Deborah A. Opacic and Martha Petersen,
who came to Pitt to help develop a physician
assistant program.
Opacic, who will direct the program,
is a former faculty member at Duquesne
University, where she earned a doctoral
degree in educational leadership.
Petersen, who will oversee curriculum
development, delivery and evaluation for
the program, earned a master’s degree in
public health at East Stroudsburg University. She has held faculty appointments
at Lock Haven University and Duquesne
University.
Sara Peterson has joined the SHRS
faculty as an instructor in its new master’s
degree in orthotics and prosthetics program. A former staff certified prosthetist/
orthotist for a Greenville, N.C., trauma
and rehab center, she completed orthotic
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and prosthetic practitioner and technician
programs at Century College in St. Paul,
Minn., and earned an MBA at Baker College in Flint, Mich.
Takashi Nagai will direct the Human
Performance Research Center at Fort
Campbell, Ky., where Pitt conducts
research with the U.S. Army 101st Airborne Division for injury prevention and
performance optimization. Nagai has been
at Pitt for six years in various capacities and
is completing a doctoral degree in sports
medicine and nutrition at SHRS.
q
Susan “Leigh” Star has been named
the Doreen E. Boyce Chair in Library
and Information Science at the School of
Information Sciences. Star was selected
for the Boyce chair because of her scholarship on the broad roles of the library and
information in modern society.
Star also will serve as the director of
the Sara Fine Institute, which is dedicated
to examining the ways technology impacts
interpersonal communications and relationships. Star comes to Pitt from Santa
Clara University. She earned her PhD in
sociology at the University of CaliforniaSan Francisco.
Geoffrey C. Bowker has joined the
SIS faculty as professor and senior scholar
in cyberscholarship. Bowker comes to Pitt
through a five-year program, underwritten
by the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, to
develop a research program to understand
and influence the evolution of digital
communication and research in academia,
known as cyberscholarship.
Bowker served as the executive director
and the Regis and Dianne McKenna Professor at the Center for Science, Technology
and Society at Santa Clara University, where
he also held a professorship in communication and environmental studies. He also has
been a faculty member at the University of
California-San Diego and the University
of Illinois-Urbana/Champaign. Bowker
earned his PhD at the University of Melbourne, Australia, in history and philosophy
of science and held a postdoctoral position
at the École des Mines in Paris.
Jung Sun Oh comes to SIS from the
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
doctoral program. Oh earned her master’s
degree in library and information science
at Yonsei University in Seoul, Korea, after
which she worked for the Korea Education
and Research Information Service. Oh’s
research interests include social information tools, social informatics, information
behaviors on the web, digital libraries and
metadata.
q
New faculty members at Pitt-Johnstown include Jill Henning, instructor of
biology; Ann Marie Stewart, assistant professor of theatre; Rebecca Webb, visiting
assistant professor of biology, and Eunice
Yang, assistant professor of mechanical
engineering technology.
q
Mirit Eyal-Cohen has joined the
School of Law as assistant professor and
will teach courses in the law of taxation,
including Federal Income Tax and a seminar
on small business taxation. Eyal-Cohen’s
expertise in small business taxation will
contribute to the school’s new Innovation
Practice Institute.
Eyal-Cohen is completing a doctorate
in law from UCLA School of Law. She
previously was a judicial law clerk for Judge
Mark V. Holmes on the Federal Tax Court
in Washington, D.C.
New assistant professor Charles Chernor Jalloh’s teaching and scholarly activities
will focus on international criminal law,
international human rights law, public
international law and criminal law.
A member of the Ontario Bar, Jalloh has

served as a legal counsel in the crimes against
humanity and war crimes section as well as
the trade law bureau of the Department of
Justice Canada. For three years, he also was
the legal adviser to the Office of the Principal Defender (OPD) in the Special Court
for Sierra Leone — the first such office in
an international criminal tribunal. In that
capacity, he set up the OPD’s Hague office
and played a key role as duty counsel in the
historic trial of former Liberian President
Charles Taylor.
He clerked at the United Nations International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda
in Arusha, Tanzania, assisting on cases
involving genocide, crimes against humanity and war crimes committed in Rwanda
in 1994.
In 2007, Jalloh edited a book that is
now a leading reference on the legal texts
of the Sierra Leone Tribunal. His current
research seeks to expose the growing tension between Africa and the International
Criminal Court.
Jalloh holds common and civil law
degrees from McGill University.
q
Alexander D. Sorkin will join the
School of Medicine as professor and chair
of cell biology and physiology in March
2010. Sorkin is professor of pharmacology
at the University of Colorado Health Sciences Center. He received his PhD from
the Institute of Cytology, Academy of Sciences of the U.S.S.R. His research focuses
on the mechanisms by which endocytosis
and post-endocytic trafficking regulate the
functions of transmembrane proteins such
as receptors and transporters.
Hunter Clay Champion has joined
the Department of Medicine as associate
professor of medicine and scientific director of translational vascular medicine for
the department’s Division of Pulmonary,
Allergy and Critical Care Medicine, as well
as for the interdisciplinary Hemostasis and
Vascular Biology Research Institute. He
also was named director of the pulmonary
vascular disease program.
He comes to Pitt from Johns Hopkins,
where he was assistant professor of medicine
and director of the Bernard A. and Rebecca
S. Bernard Laboratory for Fundamental
Research in Preventative Cardiology.
Champion received both his MD and
PhD in cardiovascular pharmacology from
Tulane University School of Medicine.
His research focuses on mechanisms of
pulmonary hypertension and right ventricular failure, the molecular determinants
of pulmonary hypertension, and stem cell
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and gene therapy for the treatment of
pulmonary hypertension and right heart
failure.
q
Judith A. Erlen has been named chair
of the Department of Health and Community Systems at the School of Nursing.
Erlen also will coordinate the school’s PhD
program. She is president of the Eastern

Nursing Research Society.
Chao-Hsing Yeh has joined the faculty
as an associate professor in the Department
of Health Promotion and Development.
Yeh most recently worked at Gung Gung
University School of Nursing in Taiwan.
She earned her PhD from the University
of Massachusetts-Worcester and has conducted research on coping, quality of life
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and symptom management for pediatric
oncology patients. In addition to conducting her own research, she will teach nursing
research for undergraduate students.
Robert R. Kaufman joins the nursing faculty as assistant professor in the
Department of Acute and Tertiary Care.
He previously was a clinical pharmacist
with Accredo Health Group in Warrendale. Kaufman earned his PharmD from
Duquesne University.
New nursing visiting instructor Joyce
Miketic previously held the position of performance improvement specialist/interim
department manager at Jefferson Regional
Medical Center. Miketic earned an MBA
at the Katz Graduate School of Business
and is a doctoral candidate in the School
of Nursing.
Three additional clinical instructors
were hired by the Department of Acute and
Tertiary Care. They are Linda Reid-Kelly,
who earned her MSN from Pitt and a JD
from Duquesne University, and Rebecca
Manning and Marilyn Huston, both MSN
graduates of Waynesburg University.
q
Philip E. Empey has joined the School
of Pharmacy as an assistant professor of
pharmacy and therapeutics. Empey will
teach pharmacogenomics and continue his
clinical and translational research on the
clinical pharmacokinetics and role of drug
transporters in critical illness.
Empey received his PharmD from the
University of Rhode Island and completed
residencies in pharmacy practice and critical
care at the University of Kentucky Hospital.
He earned his PhD in clinical pharmaceutical sciences at the University of Kentucky
and recently completed postdoctoral training at Pitt’s School of Pharmacy.
Pamela L. Havrilla Smithburger, a
new assistant professor of pharmacy and
therapeutics, will serve as an advanced practice preceptor for pharmacy students in the
final year of the PharmD program. She will
teach, conduct patient outcomes research
in the critical care setting and serve as the
specialty clinician in the medical intensive
care unit of UPMC Presbyterian.
q
New faculty at the Graduate School of
Public and International Affairs include
Ilia Murtazashvili, visiting assistant professor, who earned his PhD in political science
at the University of Wisconsin-Madison.
He comes to Pitt from Wisconsin where
he was a lecturer.
New assistant professor Jennifer Brick
Murtazashvili also comes from the Uni-

versity of Wisconsin-Madison, where she
completed her PhD in political science.
Both new faculty members have affiliations with the Center for Russian and East
European Studies.
Angela Illig joins the GSPIA staff as
assistant director of career services.
GSPIA also has established a 25member board of visitors, 23 of whom are
graduates of the school. Each member will
serve three years.
q
April Tarun has joined the Graduate
School of Public Health Department
of Infectious Diseases and Microbiology
as assistant professor. She will establish a
program of research in the biology of the
liver stage of Plasmodium falciparum, the
parasite that causes malaria; she also will
seek to identify parasite proteins that are
localized at the host-parasite interface.
Tarun, who comes from Seattle Biomedical Research Institute, received her PhD in
comparative chemistry from the University
of California-Berkeley.
q

Shaun M. Eack, a predoctoral fellow
in Pitt’s Department of Psychiatry, has
joined the faculty at the School of Social
Work, where he earned his PhD. Eack’s
primary research focus is on the development, implementation and evaluation of
psychosocial treatment methodologies for
persons with schizophrenia.
New staff members at the school include:
Mary Ann Joyce, administrative assistant,
Office of Field Education; Emily PenroseMcLaughlin, administrative assistant;
Megan O’Donnell, director of marketing
and communications; Courtney Colonna
Pydyn, project coordinator on the Mayview
Discharge Study, and Rachel Winters,
evaluation coordinator for the child welfare
education and research program.
q
Robin Choo has been named visiting
instructor of biology at Pitt-Titusville.
Choo earned her PhD from the University
of Maryland-Baltimore where she specialized in toxicology.
Choo formerly was a graduate research
assistant at Maryland Veterans Hospital

Despite moving-in madness, the tour must go on.
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Peter Hart
Before classes started this week, it was some faculty members’ turn to sit and take notes. New faculty orientation was held
Aug. 27 in Alumni Hall. Pitt hired 160 new faculty this year.
10

Geriatric Research Education and Clinical
Center and at the University of Maryland
Baltimore County chemistry department.
Choo has completed pre- and postdoctoral intramural research training awards
at the National Institute on Drug Abuse,
Chemistry and Drug Metabolism Division.
UPT biology professor Christopher
J. Coat has been named registrar and academic coordinator for the campus.
In addition to teaching, Coat will
direct academic record-keeping and class
scheduling and will provide administrative
support to the vice president of Academic
Affairs by aiding in the development of local
policies and procedures, assisting academic
division heads and providing training to
faculty in advising and University academic
software.
As registrar, he takes the place of Jean
Spence, who retired. Spence had been
employed at UPT since the campus was
founded in 1963.
q
Macrina Lelei, assistant director of the
African studies program in the University Center for International Studies,
has been promoted to associate director.
Lelei also has received an appointment as
adjunct assistant professor in the School of
Education’s Department of Administration
and Policy Studies, teaching Education in
Africa, a course that will be offered every
summer term.
The African studies program also plans
to host two distinguished guests from Africa
this fall: Inonge Mbikusita-Lewanika,
the ambassador of the Republic of Zambia
to the United States in October, and
Benson Bagonza, the bishop of the Evangelical Lutheran Church of the Diocese of
Karagwe, Tanzania, in November.
David Montgomery of anthropology
has joined the Center for Russian and East
European Studies as an affiliated faculty
member.
q
The University Library System
announced that Anna Mary Williford has
joined Pitt-Greensburg’s Millstein Library
as a public services librarian. Williford
most recently taught information literacy
skills to K-12 students as a long-term substitute in the Hempfield Area and Greater
Latrobe school districts. She received her
BA from the University of Richmond in
classical studies and English and her MLIS
at Pitt.
q
Two new faculty members joined the
Center for Vaccine Research in July.
Cristian Apetrei comes to the CVR from
the Department of Tropical Medicine at
Tulane University School of Public Health.
He also will serve as associate professor of
microbiology and molecular genetics in the
School of Medicine.
Apetrei studies the pathogenesis of
simian immunodeficiency virus on classspecies transmission and in the natural
host, correlates of immune protection and
host and viral determinants of pathogenesis. He received both his MD and PhD
from Grigore T. Popa University of Iasi,
Romania.
Ernesto Torres de Azevedo Marques
Jr. formerly was on the faculty of the
Department of Medicine at Johns Hopkins.
At Pitt, in addition to his role in the CVR,
he will be associate professor of infectious
diseases and microbiology in the Graduate
School of Public Health.
Marques’s research will focus on vaccine development, immunotherapy and
diagnostic markers based on the study of
immunomes (the intersection of traditional
wet lab, high-throughput and computational immunology) and characterization
of the correlates of immune protection and
pathogenesis in clinical cohorts.
He received his MD from the Federal
University of Pernambuco School of
Medicine, Recife, Brazil, and his PhD in
pharmacology and molecular sciences from
Johns Hopkins.
—Peter Hart & Kimberly K. Barlow n
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Amos Hall, which houses a majority
of the University’s sorority students, has
re-opened after a year-long renovation.
The residence hall has been updated
with energy-efficient electrical and water
systems and is the first dorm in Schenley
Quadrangle with air conditioning.
The bedrooms, bathrooms and kitchens
all have been redesigned to be compatible
with the pre-existing architectural structure.
The laundry room on each floor has been
moved to a more accessible location near
the kitchen area. While the layout of each
floor is the same, the input of each sorority
has given every floor its own style.
q
A design has been completed for a new
Humanities Center in the School of
Arts and Sciences, to be housed in the
Cathedral of Learning sixth-floor space
formerly occupied by the Darlington
Memorial Library. (Materials from the
Darlington collection have been placed
in storage and are available upon request,
but the collection also is available in digital
format at http://digital.library.pitt.edu/d/
darlington.)
The new center will retain the historic
aspect of the space, including many of the
pieces of antique furniture bequeathed
to the University by the Darlington
family, while simultaneously providing a
modern, functional work environment for
the center’s director and affiliated visiting
scholars.
Arts and Sciences also is renovating its
graduate studies office on the fifth floor
of Sennott Square. The upgraded office will
have a new entrance and reception area.
q
Four consecutive years of record growth
in student enrollments at Pitt-Bradford
has prompted the campus to plan for a fall
groundbreaking on a new residence
hall.
The new hall — the third to be built on
campus in a five-year span — will house 103
students and bring the campus’s resident
capacity to about 900. As of early August,
the campus was expecting 1,582 full- and
part-time students, an increase of 8.6 percent from a year ago.
Also this fall, work will begin on the $2.5
million, 150-seat Harriett Wick Chapel,
which is expected to be completed by late
spring.
To support the new buildings and
future construction, this summer the
campus undertook a $2.5-million electrical upgrade, which should be completed
by Thanksgiving.
q
The 14th floor of the Chevron Science
Center has reopened following renovations. The floor was gutted to the outside
walls and converted into a modern “ballroom” organic chemistry research facility that will serve as the prototype for the
remaining renovation projects for synthetic
chemistry applications the University plans
to complete as part of its 12-year capital
project plan.
Three new or renovated classrooms
in Chevron also were completed in time
for the start of the fall term.
Additionally, the first floor of Chevron
will contain a new electronic reference
library as part of the University Library
System’s movement to the “Library of the
Future.”
Around the corner in the Chevron lobby
will be a new café, The Bunsen Brewery,
operated by Sodexho. The café is scheduled
to be completed this month.
q
The major renovation and expansion
of Benedum Hall continued over the
summer. The auditorium on the first floor
(room 157) and the adjoining room 158, as
well as the second floor auditorium (rooms
226 and 227) and the MEMS engineering

and computer classroom (room 229) were
renovated in time for the start of the fall
term.
The expansion of the Mascaro Center
for Sustainability Innovation is ongoing.
q
New botany labs in Clapp Hall were
created for professor Tia-Lynn Ashman.
This complex will provide her with an
integrated facility split between sample
preparation areas and clean rooms for
sample analysis.
q
Facilities Management staff have
renovated the Lilly Court area (the plaza
between the Cathedral of Learning and
Stephen Foster Memorial), including the
placement of new deck waterproofing drains
and the installation of new paver stones.
Facilities also installed new ADAcompliant ramps on the Cathedral’s first
floor.
q
Workers from PJ Dick-Trumbull are
putting final touches on a new greendesign wing at Falk School, part of the
School of Education. The front facade of
the new addition is designed to match the
stone finish of the old building. There will
be a circular drive to enhance student safety
during carpool drop-off and pick-up.

Plans are underway for the grand opening of the 2,000-square-foot fitness center
on the Greensburg campus.

The new “green” wing that has been added to Falk School gives the back of the building a modern look, above. However, the
front of the addition matches the stone of the original building, below.

Falk School photos by Kimberly K. Barlow
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A portion of Pitt-Johnstown’s student union was transformed into a bistro-style restaurant.

The back of the building has a more
modern look with red siding and two walls
of windows that enclose the expanded
cafeteria and library space. The back also
has two outdoor terraces and a sidewalk
for easy access to the renovated groundlevel play spaces. The building rooftop
is planted with varieties of sedum, which
will reduce storm water runoff. All building utilities include green design features
such as low-flush toilets, automatic faucets,
turbo hand-dryers, motion-activated lighting and an energy-efficient cooling/heating
circulation system.
New classrooms have open industrialstyle ceilings, carpeted floors, ceiling fans,
larger European-style windows that open
and new furnishings. The existing building,
currently being renovated and restored to
most of its original design, is expected to
be ready for move-in by March 2010.
The expansion plan includes a gradual
increase in student and faculty populations
each year. Falk is adding a whole new kindergarten class this fall along with smaller
increases to other primary classrooms.
Enrollment numbers this year are at 310,
up from the past year’s number of 278. Falk
expects to reach a capacity of 403 students
by 2012.
Faculty began moving into classrooms
last month and students will return Sept.
8 with a ribbon cutting set for Sept. 12 at
2 p.m.
q
Construction has been completed on the
fourth floor of the Cathedral of Learning
for a new Office of Veterans Services.
The program is moving from the Registrar’s
office into the College of General Studies this fall.
q
Plans are underway for the grand
opening of the 2,000-square-foot fitness
center behind the gymnasium in Chambers
Hall on the Greensburg campus. The
event will include a rededication and 20th
anniversary celebration. The renovation
project included coaches’ offices and locker
rooms. Delivery of new fitness equipment
is expected by Nov. 1.
q
The Mountain Cat Club is PittJohnstown’s newest entertainment venue.
Located in the student union, the club
features a dance floor, stage and a disco
ball, and provides a programming area for
Student Affairs activities such as dancing,
12

karaoke, performances and poetry readings.
The venue also features four flat-screen
televisions.
A portion of the student union also was
renovated to create a bistro-style restaurant
featuring appetizers, salads, sandwiches
and pizza.
q
The third floor of Langley Hall has
received a full renovation with four new
labs this summer. Work included renovation of the mechanical, electrical and pluming systems and new lab casework.
The primary investigators occupying
the labs are Karen Arndt, Jeffrey Brodsky,

Joseph Martens and Roger Hendrix.
Langley also had infrastructure/
mechanical, electrical and plumbing
improvements made to some of the secondand third-floor offices. Work included
upgrades to the HVAC system serving the
first floor and to the supply/exhaust systems
on the third floor.
q
Renovations to the third floor of
Mervis Hall have been completed. The
renovations provide improved academic,
office and support facilities for Pitt’s MBA
and related programs.
q

The major renovation and expansion of Benedum Hall continued over the summer.

The Department of Physics and
Astronomy has renovated space for two
new labs on the second floor of Old Engineering Hall for professor Hanna Salman’s
biological physics research and professor
Gurudev Dutt’s nanoscience research.
A lab is being renovated on the second
floor of the nuclear physics laboratory in
the Van De Graaf Building for professor
Brian D’Urso’s nanoscience research. The
project is expected to be completed in midSeptember. Renovations include portions of
the second floor for the D’Urso laboratory
and fabrication lab, as well as providing
additional penthouse mechanical space.
q
Pitt-Titusville has refurbished its
Spruce Hall student residence complex
and Boomer’s café in the student union.
Spruce Hall received a new roof and
interior upgrades including new furnishings
and new carpeting.
Boomer’s food preparation areas and
equipment were redesigned and upgraded
to make the facility ready for a planned
expansion.
UPT’s two original buildings, McKinney Hall and Bennett Davis Hall, also got
a facelift over the summer. Improvements
included fresh paint, new landscaping and
new entryways constructed with brickwork
very similar to the original.
A project to expand wireless access to
all UPT facilities has been completed. Previously, students had access to the wireless
network only in Haskell Memorial Library
or Boomer’s.
q
Renovations to the fifth floor of the
William Pitt Union were completed
this summer, providing six new meeting
spaces for student organizations. Four
of the areas have hard-surface flooring
enabling groups to practice dance routines
and other activities.
There also is a formal area where student
organizations can host special events such as
workshops and award presentations. Storage space and additional work space were
created for smaller organizations.
In addition, rooms 210-216 were renovated to accommodate the student careers
center.
—Peter Hart & Kimberly K. Barlow n
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In the School of Arts and Sciences,
the architectural studies program has
established a two-track major. The design
track prepares students who seek to apply
to master’s in architecture programs; the
preservation track is for students who have
an interest in the preservation of historic
sites and neighborhoods. Information on
the new curriculum is available at www.
arch.pitt.edu.
q
The Department of Studio Arts collaborated with the University Honors
College in the pilot offering of a two-week
summer field studies course for studio
arts majors in Wyoming. Four students
created and presented creative projects
including painting, drawing, sculpture
and video inspired by their experience of
place/space of the property and the fossils,
plants, animals and traces of human presence they found on the prairie.
q
With funding from the Provost’s Office
and with the support of the dean of Arts
and Sciences, Jean Grace, associate director
of the Writing Center, and Beth Matway,
chair of the College Writing Board, are
coordinating a new undergraduate tutoring program that will support the teaching
of writing in the disciplines, especially the
natural and social sciences.
Participating departments (biological
sciences and psychology) selected undergraduate writing fellows from among their
own majors to serve as writing tutors in
designated lower-level courses. The fellows
received training from the Writing Center,
but their work will take place within their
own departments, with the aim of helping
freshman and sophomore students learn to
write in discipline-specific genres.
This fall, students seeking help at
the Writing Center’s satellite location in
Hillman Library will need to schedule an
appointment as they do to see consultants
at the main Writing Center office. Starting
Sept. 8, Writing Center personnel will be
on hand in the Hillman Library dissertation alcove from 1 to 6 p.m. Tuesdays,
Wednesdays and Thursdays. Students can
schedule appointments online at www.
rich36.com/pitt/.
q
A fall screening of the new film, “A
Shot Felt Around the World,” is planned
on campus by the English department
and film studies program. The film about
Jonas Salk and the discovery of the polio
vaccine began as a project in the “Topics In
Film: Making The Documentary” course
taught by visiting senior lecturer Curt
Kurlander.
With support from the University, the
Audrey Hillman Fisher Foundation, the
Elsie Hillman Foundation, the R.K. Mellon
Foundation, The Colcom Foundation
and a number of individuals, the short has
been turned into a 55-minute version for
television. The project involves collaboration among the University, the Steeltown
Entertainment Project and WQED.
With support from The Grable Foundation and The R.K. Mellon Foundation, this
year’s English/film studies class has begun
work on a film about Bill Strickland and
the Manchester Craftsmen’s Guild. Pitt
students are working on a trailer based on
footage shot last November with the help
of Pittsburgh Filmmakers and WQED.
q
The Department of Athletics has
planned a number of new pregame events
in connection with each home football game
this season. Among these are:
• Two hours prior to kickoff: the Panthers Prowl, where fans can greet the team
as they arrive outside Gate A at Heinz Field,
followed by a pregame band concert.
• Thirty minutes prior to kickoff: the
Pitt Marching Band performs an on-field

pregame show.
Additional details on pregame football activities are available at www.pittsburghpanthers.com.
q
Pitt-Bradford has added a minor
in international business, which had
been available as a concentration within
the business major. The minor combines
courses in world geography, international
management, global economic systems,
international finance and international
marketing with a language requirement
and a study-abroad experience of at least
four weeks.
UPB President Livingston Alexander
and his wife, Evelyn, have established a fund
to provide scholarships for students who
need to work their way through college.
The Livingston and Evelyn Alexander
Presidential Labor Scholarship Fund will
complement the UPB’s federal work-study
program by adding student work positions
both on campus and in the community.
The fund is part of a larger program to
make money available for students who
work on the campus. During the past year,
Pitt-Bradford allocated $60,000 to provide
scholarships for student work on campus.
q
A new global management major for
undergrads in the College of Business
Administration is being introduced this
fall. The major adds coursework in global
policy, economics, regulations and operations to core material on traditional management theory and practice and requires
students to gain conversational proficiency
in a non-native language and to complete
a study-abroad experience.
An undergraduate certificate in
supply chain management administered
through CBA and the Swanson School of
Engineering is being introduced this fall.
The certificate aims to give business and
engineering graduates the fundamental
technical and analytical skills for understanding global supply chain management
and making better business decisions.
The Katz Graduate School of Business is offering a new global supply
chain management certificate for MBA
students. The program provides the broad
business knowledge and technical expertise
required to manage supply chain activities
within a global business enterprise.
Also being offered for the first time
this fall to MBA students is the technology, innovation and entrepreneurship
certificate. Aimed at students whose
career goals include business development,
product development, project management,
customer/supplier relations or consulting,
this certificate involves students in hands-on
projects related to technological innovation
and new business development.
The Katz school also has launched a
30-credit Master of Science in Accounting program designed to prepare students
from different educational backgrounds,
including those with little or no previous
coursework in accounting, to take the certified public accountant exam and increase
their employment marketability.
q
The Center for Instructional Development and Distance Education
(CIDDE) is offering a new “do it yourself”
CourseCast system this fall. The latest
version of Panopto CourseCast enables
individuals to make media recordings
(synchronized audio, video, PowerPoint,
screen capture, etc.) without assistance from
Instructional Media Services staff, and consequently without incurring charges. )
Instructors can learn to use the DIY
system in CIDDE’s Faculty Instructional
Development Lab, borrow equipment from
media services staff and record, upload and
edit their own material.
Also new at CIDDE is a recent

CourseWeb upgrade. The move in May
to Blackboard version 8 includes a rewritten grade center, offering improvements in
functionality. Training for faculty is available through CIDDE. Details are available
at www.cidde.pitt.edu.
The annual Teaching Excellence Fair
sponsored by the Provost’s Advisory
Council on Instructional Excellence
in conjunction with CIDDE has been
renamed to better reflect the showcasing of
new technologies, teaching-related topics
and ACIE Innovation in Education grant
projects. This year’s Teaching Excellence
Showcase is set for Oct. 21 in the Alumni
Hall Connolly Ballroom.
q
The School of Education has launched
the Leadership Initiative for Transforming Schools (LIFTS), a redesigned
15-month principal certificate program.
LIFTS grounds the personal and professional growth of aspiring school leaders in
three themes: ethics, inquiry and integrity.
Presented in a cohort, executive format,
LIFTS incorporates collaboration with
units within the education school and across
the University to teach the study areas,
including the Institute for Learning, the
Learning Policy Center and the Center for
Executive Education at the Katz Graduate
School of Business.
The school will co-host the American
Educational Studies Association’s 2009
conference Nov. 4-8 at the Omni William
Penn Hotel, Downtown. Faculty and students at Pitt and Duquesne have organized
sessions to discuss the challenges facing the
Pittsburgh region and the creative ways
community organizations have responded
to these challenges.
The school will begin celebrating its
100th anniversary year in March with a
nationally recognized speaker at the Council of Graduate Students in Education’s
annual research conference.
q
The College of General Studies is
bolstering its offerings of health-related
academic programs by reintroducing its
Bachelor of Science in health services
degree. Like the Bachelor of Arts in
health services degree, the BS is designed
to give students the skills to succeed in
jobs related to health care management
and provision.
The BS is a degree-completion program
aimed to help licensed allied health professionals and individuals with an associate’s
degree in allied health fields (such as diagnostic medical sonographers, radiological
technologists, respiratory therapists, medical laboratory technicians and dietetic technicians) quickly to earn a bachelor’s degree
so they can advance their careers.
q
Pitt-Greensburg staff continue work
on the redesign of the campus web
site, www.upg.pitt.edu. UPG’s Office of
University Relations and Institutional
Advancement is working with University

Marketing Communications in Pittsburgh
to develop the new look. Expected completion is mid-fall.
UPG has received a $2,825 grant from
the Spectroscopy Society of Pittsburgh
for the purchase of a sonic dismembrator. This equipment will support the
biochemistry and cell biology courses as
well as research by chemistry faculty and
students.
The Greensburg campus also received
a $10,000 grant from the Buncher Family
Foundation to support the green scholar
program. The program will provide opportunities for Pitt-Greensburg’s best students
to acquire research experience by working
with faculty on scholarly projects.
UPG has re-established its Institute for
Continued Learning. Plans are underway
for a fall workshop, which will focus on
forensic accounting and auditing, and a
spring seminar about Thru the Fields Farm,
a four-year archaeological dig in Ligonier
Township conducted by Pitt-Greensburg
faculty and students.
q
The School of Information Sciences
is developing the Mellon Diversity Initiative, a series of summer institutes to recruit
graduate students and faculty members
from underrepresented groups to the field
of information sciences. The institutes will
focus on promising juniors and seniors in
college who demonstrate strong potential
to earn doctoral degrees and become faculty
members. The program is funded by the
Andrew W. Mellon Foundation.
This fall, SIS is offering a new special
topics course, Literacy in the Information
Age. The focus of the class is to introduce
students to two central ideas: genre and
provenance, and to explore the strengths
and limits of different types of information.
q
Pitt-Johnstown now is offering Bachelor of Science degrees in biochemistry
and computer engineering technology.
The campus also has begun offering an
applied computer science track as part of
its existing computer science degree.
These are the first degree programs
to be added at UPJ since 1997 and were
developed as part of the campus’s recently
implemented strategic plan.
Beginning this academic year, UPJ is
offering first-year students an opportunity
to explore the four levels of engagement
that are components of the school’s signature RealWorld Action program. Alumni
and community leaders are among the
mentors who will provide students with
real-world perspectives in their primary
area of interest.
Pitt-Johnstown is extending outreach
to military veterans through its MountainCat veterans program. Among the
benefits offered to veterans are accelerated
admission review and application fee waivers, priority registration, deferred tuition
payments, credit evaluation, a veterans’

Tammy Knapp
Pitt-Titusville faculty and staff entered a float in the Oil 150 Parade, part of a
regional celebration of the 150th anniversary of the oil industry. The Aug. 29
parade, which also featured the UPT cheerleaders and the Pitt Pep Band among
some 100 groups participating, began on the Pitt-Titusville campus.
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support group, free on-campus parking and
a single point-of-contact for administrative
and student services.
q
The School of Law has created the
Innovation Practice Institute, the school’s
first foray into building curricular, extracurricular, clinical and quasi-clinical offerings to train law students as counselors for
innovation. The institute, directed by Pitt
law graduate Max F. Miller, offers a holistic
range of services and to students who want
to be a part of the innovation culture in
the region.
As part of the institute, two courses are
being introduced this fall: Commercializing New Technologies and Understanding
the Legal Services Marketplace.
q
Changes are in store for instructors
who use the services of the Office of Measurement and Evaluation of Teaching.
Requests for student opinion of teaching
questionnaires now will be done completely online. OMET also is changing
the programs it uses to conduct the surveys
and score classroom tests. Beginning this
fall, surveys will be conducted using a commercial program from Scantron called Class
Climate. Scantron’s ParScore program will
be used to scan and score the objective
classroom tests.
q
This year the School of Nursing is
celebrating its 70th anniversary. Since the
School of Nursing’s first graduating class
in 1943, more than 12,000 students have
become Pitt nurses.
q
A pharmacy business administration
area of concentration has been established
within the School of Pharmacy’s doctoral
program. Students will be introduced to
key elements of pharmacy administration
and management, such as health policy,
health finance, marketing, medication
safety, decision analysis and information
management.
q
The Graduate School of Public and
International Affairs now offers students
the opportunity to earn a certificate in
international development and Asian
affairs from Kobe University Graduate
School of International Cooperation Studies in Japan while completing their Master
of International Development, Master of
Public and International Affairs or Master
of Public Administration degree. Students
completing this certificate program will
study at GSPIA for two semesters and
spend the summer term studying in Japan.
Students will pay only Pitt tuition while in
Japan, will have reasonably priced housing
arranged by Kobe University and will have
their airfare paid by GSPIA.
A newly formed partnership with the
University of Geneva now provides GSPIA
students with the opportunity to earn an
IOMBA — an International Organizations
MBA — along with an MPIA or MID in
just 28 months. Students would complete
their first year at GSPIA, their second year
in Geneva and then return to GSPIA for
one final semester.
The goal of the program is to place
GSPIA students in internships or jobs with
prominent international organizations and
non-governmental organizations operating in Geneva, which is home to dozens
of international groups, including the
U.N. Development Program, the World
Trade Organization and the World Health
Organization.
The European Union studies summer
program in Brussels offers students the
ability to study, in English, the emergence
of a united Europe at the Free University
of Brussels. GSPIA students can earn
internship credit for the experience and
are eligible to apply for two $5,000 merit-

based fellowships from Pitt’s European
Union Center of Excellence, a co-sponsor
of the program.
The program features seminars with
a wide range of EU officials and leading
experts on the EU from both sides of the
Atlantic, as well as site visits to major EU
institutions and organizations involved in
European integration. It is supplemented by
cultural and social events in and around the
city as well as a field trip to the European
Court of Justice in Luxembourg.
GSPIA has created the Center for
Disaster Management to train the next
generation of managers, policymakers
and analysts who will be responsible for
disaster risk reduction and management in
public, private and nonprofit organizations.
Center director Louise Comfort is developing a coherent approach for research and
analysis of policy issues related to disaster
risk reduction and management across
interorganizational, interdisciplinary and
interjurisdictional boundaries.
q
The Office of the Registrar plans to
implement student self-registration this
October across the Pittsburgh campus.
The program was piloted last academic
year by some students at the Swanson
School of Engineering and at the regional
campuses.
Self-registration is among the features
available in the upgraded PeopleSoft
system. The self-registration procedure is
similar to online shopping. Class selections
are placed into a virtual cart and, when the
schedule is complete, the student “checks
out” and is registered. The process can be
completed in about three minutes, according to the Registrar’s office.
q
The Small Molecule Biomarker Core
was established through a partnership of
the University’s Clinical and Translational
Science Institute and the Department of
Pharmaceutical Sciences. SMBC will be
housed in the School of Pharmacy.
The core provides the expertise and
equipment necessary for the discovery
and quantitative measurement of small
molecular weight biomolecules in clinical
samples. The highly sensitive and specific
techniques employed will allow the clinician
to measure multiple biomarkers in a given
sample, maximizing the ability to link basic
science with clinical outcomes. Professors
Samuel Poloyac and Beth Minnigh are the
core director and core supervisor, respectively. Information about the core may be
found at http://biomarkers.pitt.edu.
q
The School of Social Work is celebrating the 60th anniversary of its doctoral
program. During this year-long celebra-

tion, the school will showcase the work
of some of the program’s more than 300
graduates, including sponsoring a lecture
series of alumni speakers. The celebration
will include an anniversary reunion on Oct.
16 and 17.
The Center on Race and Social Problems will host a conference on “Race in
America: Restructuring Inequality,” June
3-6, 2010. The conference has as its goal
to bring about greater equality-of-life
outcomes for all Americans. It will bring
together a multi-racial group of educators,
researchers, students, leaders of for-profit
and not-for-profit organizations, public
officials, community leaders and interested
citizens to promote a restructuring of
our society to be more racially equitable.
National and local experts will examine patterns of racial and ethnic disparities across
a number of areas. Specifically, the conference will focus on seven areas: economics;
education; health; mental health; families,
youth and the aged; intergroup relations,
and criminal justice.
q
The Office of Freshman Programs
in the Division of Student Affairs has
launched a freshman common reader
program this fall. Students enrolled in
the Introduction to the Arts and Sciences
and Freshman Seminar courses will read
and discuss the same text as part of their
coursework.
A committee of faculty and staff in the
School of Arts and Sciences chose the book
“Reinventing Knowledge: From Alexandria
to the Internet” by Ian McNeely with Lisa
Wolverton as the inaugural text based on
its interdisciplinary appeal of content and
potential for inspiring discussion.
Other events planned around the
common reading program include film
screenings and mini-lectures by faculty
members who will expand on the ideas
presented in the book, essay contests and a
Scrabble tournament with the final four participants invited to dine with McNeely.
q
Pitt-Titusville has been an active
participant in the region’s 17-month-long
celebration of the 150th anniversary of
the oil industry that continues through
the end of 2009. The campus hosted several
Oil 150 Celebration events including the
Oil Pioneer’s Symposium, The Broadhurst
Family/Eat’n Park Music Festival and the
Ida Tarbell reception.
In addition, faculty and staff labored
over the summer months on a float for the
Aug. 29 Oil 150 Parade, which began on the
UPT campus. Nearly 100 units, including
the UPT cheerleaders and the Pitt Pep
Band, were entered in the parade, which was
themed, “America’s Energy — Yesterday,

Barbara DelRaso
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Today and Tomorrow.”
The Titusville campus also has completed a web site upgrade. Hundreds of
new pages were created or redesigned in
an effort to accommodate the expansion
of UPT’s growing academic programs,
showcase the campus’s physical improvements and feature student organizations
and activities.
Serving on the web site upgrade task
force were John Mumford, executive
director of enrollment management; Lori
Brown, director of computing and telecommunications; Tammy Knapp, director of
public/alumni relations; Colleen Motter,
director of continuing education, and UPT
webmaster Roger Trask.
The new site can be viewed at www.
upt.pitt.edu.
q
The African studies program in the
University Center for International
Studies has launched two study abroad
programs in Africa. The inaugural “Swahili Language and Culture Immersion” in
the Karagwe district in northern Tanzania
kicked off in June with five students participating. A new study abroad in Ghana will
be offered each spring beginning in 2010.
The European Union Center of
Excellence/European Studies Center
now is offering a graduate certificate in
European Union studies for students
from all disciplines. The certificate has its
own course, language, research paper and
co-curricular requirements; a graduate or
professional degree is a prerequisite.
The EUCE/ESC also recently began
participating in the EURO challenge
program, a national competition to test
9th and 10th grade public high school
students’ knowledge and understanding
of the European economy and the EURO,
sponsored by the EU Commission Delegation in Washington, D.C., and the U.S.
Treasury Department.
In June, EUCE/ESC collaborated for
the first time with the School of Health
and Rehabilitation Sciences in hosting its
annual policy conference. The focus was
on “Accessibility in the Context of the UN
Convention on the Rights of Persons with
Disabilities: Transatlantic Perspectives.”
EUCE/ESC associate director Timothy
Thompson and assistant director Stephen Lund have been key organizers of
the recently initiated Modern Europe
Learning Community (MELC), which
helps undergraduates explore ways their
interest in Europe might translate into
academic choices.
MELC includes a community freshman
orientation course on “Europe and the
Modern World,” as well as a trip to New
York City that includes visits to the United
Nations; the Institute of International Education, where students learn about study
and internship abroad opportunities and
resources for funding study abroad, and
the EU Delegation to the UN, where the
students meet with a senior official.
In October and November, the Center
for Russian and East European Studies
will collaborate with EUCE/ESC to hold a
series of Pitt events commemorating the
20th anniversary of the fall of the Berlin
Wall and the collapse of communist regimes
throughout East Central Europe.
q
The University Library System has
revised its tutorial for searching University library materials using PittCat Plus.
The tutorial, available at www.library.pitt.
edu/services/classes/infoliteracy/tutorials/
pittcatplus/pittcatplus.htm, also covers subscribing to RSS feeds, exporting citations
and linking to articles in PittCat Plus.
q
The Faculty and Staff in Service to
Community program, formerly the Pitt
Volunteer Pool, now is recruiting for a
wider range of the Office of Community
Relations’ activities.
To join, send your name, campus
address, phone number and email to stz@
pitt.edu, or call 4-7709.
—Kimberly K. Barlow & Peter Hart n
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Pitt to lead
gas well
wastewater
project
The U.S. Department of
Energy recently selected Pitt as
one of nine partners that will
develop techniques for curtailing
the possible environmental and
health hazards associated with
tapping the massive natural gas
reserves lying beneath Pennsylvania and surrounding states.
Researchers in the Swanson
School of Engineering will lead a
three-year, $1.06 million project
to better manage the wastewater generated by the extraction
process used on the Marcellus
Shale. The Marcellus Shale is
mined using a technique called
hydraulic fracturing in which a
high-pressure mix of water, sand
and chemicals known as “slicking agents” fractures the rock
formation to allow trapped gas
to escape.
The formation is estimated
to contain some $500 billion in
recoverable gas.
One gas well can consume 2
million to 5 million gallons of
fluid, a portion of which returns
to the surface as wastewater, or
“flowback.” Flowback contains
hydrocarbons, heavy metals,
natural radioactive materials and
dissolved solids such as calcium,
potassium, sodium, chloride and
carbonate.
Typically, the salty wastewater remains in reservoirs or the
environment, but Pitt’s method
would allow it to be reused in gas
wells, containing costs, limiting
byproducts that flow into the environment and reducing the strain
on freshwater sources currently
tapped during extraction.
In addition, the researchers
seek to tackle the problem of
acid mine drainage by using it
as a sanitizer and supplemental
water source.
“Our approach is to not only
reuse the wastewater, but also
reduce the level of treatment it
requires prior to being reused,
which should be a much more economical approach,” said Radisav
Vidic, chair of the Department
of Civil and Environmental Engineering and a William Kepler
Whiteford professor. “And by
reusing the acid mine drainage
readily available at many gas
drilling locations, we can manage
acid mine drainage from older
mines and wastewater from current drilling operations, both of
which are serious environmental
concerns.”
Vidic heads the project with
Eric Beckman, co-director of
Pitt’s Mascaro Center for Sustainable Innovation and the George
M. Bevier professor of chemical
and petroleum engineering. They
will work with Carnegie Mellon
University assistant professor
Kelvin Gregory.
To contain flowback pollution
and freshwater consumption,
Vidic and Beckman will develop
new slicking agents that would
be stable in high-salinity water.
These chemicals would allow the
flowback to be reused in adjacent
gas wells without extensive offsite purification. Then, they will
study the use of locally available
acid mine drainage to further treat
the flowback and simultaneously
supplement the freshwater supply.

Finally, the cleaner flowback
would be pumped back into the
gas well, reducing the strain on
freshwater sources and curtailing costs of shipping and storing
wastewater.
The National Energy Technology Laboratory — the lead
research and development office
for the federal energy department’s
Office of Fossil Energy — will
contribute more than $794,000
to the effort, and Pitt will provide
about $269,000.
Pitt was the only Pennsylvania
institution granted a project.
More information on the
projects is available at www.
fossil.energy.gov/news/techlines/2009/09058-DOE_Selects_
Natural_Gas_Projects.html

Obesity linked
to brain
degeneration

Based on data gathered from
brain scans conducted for the
Pittsburgh-based Cardiovascular
Health Study, researchers at Pitt
and UCLA found that people
age 70 or older and overweight
with a body mass index (BMI) of
25-30 had 4 percent less tissue in
the frontal lobes of the brain than
their normal-weight peers.
Those who were obese with
a BMI greater than 30 had 8
percent less tissue in the same
regions, which are crucial for
cognitive tasks such as memory
and planning.
Lead investigator Cyrus A.
Raji, a student in the School of
Medicine’s combined MD/PhD
program, said, “It seems that along
with increased risk for health
problems, such as type 2 diabetes
and heart disease, obesity is bad
for your brain. We have linked it
to shrinkage of brain areas that
also are targeted by Alzheimer’s.
But that could mean exercising,
eating right and keeping weight
under control can maintain brain
health with aging and potentially
lower the risk for Alzheimer’s and
other dementias.”
The 94 participants in the
study, which was published this
month in the online version of
Human Brain Mapping, all were
cognitively normal at the time
their brain imaging was done and
five years later. New methods of
computer analysis were applied to
the high-resolution scans, allowing three-dimensional mapping
of brain structures to reveal patterns in volume differences that
were not apparent in previous
research.
The team found that the people
defined as obese had lost brain
tissue in the frontal and temporal
lobes, areas of the brain critical for
planning and memory, and in the
anterior cingulate gyrus (attention
and executive functions), hippocampus (long-term memory)
and basal ganglia (movement).
Overweight people showed brain
loss in the basal ganglia, the corona
radiata, white matter comprised
of axons, and the parietal lobe
(sensory lobe).
“This is the first time anyone
has created brain maps proving
the link between being overweight
and severe brain degeneration,”
said senior investigator Paul M.
Thompson of UCLA School
of Medicine. “The brains of
obese people looked 16 years
older than the brains of those

who were lean, and the brains of
overweight people looked eight
years older.”
The research was funded by
grants from the National Institute
on Aging, the National Institute
of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering, the National Center
for Research Resources and the
American Heart Association.
Co-authors include Oscar L.
Lopez of neurology, James T.
Becker of psychiatry and Lewis
H. Kuller of the Graduate School
of Public Health.

HSLS, SIS share
librarianship
grant

Pitt’s Health Sciences Library
System and the School of Information Sciences have been awarded
a grant from the Institute of
Museum and Library Services
(IMLS). The three-year grant, for
$991,311, will support the development of a joint post-master’s
degree certificate of advanced
studies in health sciences librarianship.
The grant from IMLS will help
fund curriculum development and
evaluation, online course delivery
infrastructure and student recruitment along with tuition scholarships for 27 students throughout
the United States.
iHealth@Pitt will offer specialized preparation for professional
positions in health sciences libraries. The program will include
online coursework, an applied
research project, mentoring
experiences and attendance at a
national conference.
Coursework will address such
issues as evidence-based medicine, teaching and instruction
in a health care setting, clinical
librarianship, expert searching in
medical resources and integration of information resources in
electronic health records.
Students may enroll in the
yearlong iHealth@Pitt program
beginning in May 2010.

Obesity
research
funded

John Jakicic, chair of the
Department of Health and Physical Activity, has received four
grants to research obesity intervention.
Three studies start this month.
One from the National Heart,
Lung and Blood Institute is for
$3 million over five years and
examines intervention strategies
to improve long-term weight loss
in young adults 18-35 years of age.
The focus is to include innovative
technologies (such as text messaging and wearable technologies to
provide real-time information
on energy balance) in behavioral
interventions across a 24-month
intervention period.
The second study, funded by
the National Institute of Aging
for approximately $500,000 over
five years, is an ancillary study to
the multi-center Look AHEAD
Study to examine changes in
physical and cognitive function
in overweight older adults with
type 2 diabetes.
In a study funded by the
National Institute for Digestive,
Diabetes and Kidney Diseases
(NIDDK) for two years as part
of the NIH stimulus funding,
metabolic parameters in type 2

diabetes randomized to bariatric
surgery or a lifestyle intervention will be compared. Jakicic is
a co-investigator with principal
investigator Anita Courcoulas of
the medical school’s Department
of Surgery.
Jakicic also has received a
grant funded by the NIDDK for
approximately $100,000 as part
of the NIH stimulus funding to
develop an on-site exercise training facility to support obesityrelated research at Pitt. This will
include a full line of both cardiovascular and resistance training
equipment that will be made available to researchers throughout the
University community starting in
early 2010.

Nursing grants
announced

The School of Nursing recently
announced the following grants to
faculty members:
• Susan A. Albrecht, associate dean for student and alumni
services, development and public
relations and professor in the
Department of Health and Community Systems, received a $59,275
grant from the U.S Department
of Health and Human Services
for a nurse faculty loan program.
Albrecht also received an $8,547
award from the Pennsylvania
Higher Education Assistance
Agency for Dr. Edna B. McKenzie
Scholarships for Disadvantaged
Students.
• Helen Burns, associate dean
for clinical education and professor in the Department of Health
and Community Systems, received
a grant award from the Pennsylvania Department of Labor and
Industry for “Nursing Education
Initiatives for Clinical Education.”
Burns also received a $242,154
grant from the U.S. Department
of Health and Human Services
for “Nurse Education Practice
and Retention.”
• Judith Callan, Department of Health and Community
Systems, received a grant from
Pitt’s Clinical and Translational
Science Institute’s clinical research
scholars program. The grant will
support 75 percent of her salary
and provide $25,000 in research
funds through June 2011.
• Eileen Chasens, professor
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in the Department of Health and
Community Systems and coordinator of the accelerated second
degree BSN program, received
a two-year $416,625 R21 award
from the National Heart, Lung
and Blood Institute for “OSA,
Sleepiness and Activity in Diabetes
Management.”
• JiYeon Choi, Department of
Health Promotion and Development, received a $96,472 grant
from the National Institute of
Nursing Research for “Caregivers
of Prolonged Mechanical Ventilation: Mind-Body Interaction
Model.”
• Pei-Ying Chuang, Department of Acute and Tertiary
Care, received a two-year grant
of $9,804 from the Oncology
Nursing Society for “Genetics,
Psychological Stress and Cytokines in Oncology Caregivers.”
The group also awarded Yvette
Conley, professor in the Department of Health Promotion and
Development, and Catherine
Bender of the Department of
Health and Community Systems
$49,105 for their project entitled,
“Genomics of Cognitive Function
in Breast Cancer.”
• Willa Doswell, Department of Health Promotion and
Development, received a grant
of $55,277 over two years from
the Staunton Farm Foundation
for “Project Uplift: Using Parish
Nurses to Reduce Mental and
Behavioral Health Risk in Urban
Communities.”
• Dean Jacqueline DunbarJacob received a $100,000 grant
CONTINUED ON PAGE 16
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from the Pennsylvania Higher
Education Foundation for the
school’s graduate nurse education
grant program.
• Rick Henker, vice chair
in the Department of Acute and
Tertiary Care, received a $25,000
grant from the University’s
Clinical and Translational Science
Institute basic to clinical collaborative research pilot program for
“Genetic & Other Risk Factors
of Opioid-Induced Sedation and
Respiratory Depression: Mice to
Humans and Back Again.”
• Heeyoung Lee, Department of Health and Community Systems, received a $4,480
grant from the Sigma Theta Tau
International Honor Society of
Nursing for “Physical Activity in
Young Adults With Early Stage
Schizophrenia: A Pilot Study.”
• Margaret Rosenzweig,
Department of Acute and Tertiary
Care, received a grant of $1.241
million over five years from the
American Cancer Society for “The
ACTS Intervention to Reduce
Breast Cancer Treatment Disparity.” Rosenzweig also received a
$10,000 grant from the Oncology
Nursing Society for “The SEA
Intervention for Women With
Metastatic Breast Cancer.”
• K a r e n Wi c k e r s h a m,
Department of Health Promotion and Development, received
an F31 award from the National
Institute for Nursing Research for
“A Study of Medication Taking for
NSCLC Patients Receiving Oral
Targeted Therapy.” The award,
funded for three years, is valued
at $123,528.

Hookah
smoking
among
college
athletes
studied

College students who participate in intramural or club sports
are less likely to smoke cigarettes

16

than non-athletes, but are more
likely than non-athletes to smoke
from a hookah, according to a Pitt
study that appears online in the
Journal of Adolescent Health.
“This study demonstrates
that many athletes clearly perceive hookah smoking as less of a
concern than cigarette smoking,”
said Brian Primack, professor
of medicine and pediatrics at
the School of Medicine and lead
author of the study. “What they
don’t realize, however, is that
they are exposing themselves to
many of the same toxic chemicals
contained in cigarettes.”
Pitt researchers examined
data from 8,745 college-age
individuals who participated in
the National College Health
Assessment administered by the
American College Health Association in 2008, and found that
33 percent of the respondents
reported participating in varsity,
club and intramural sport in the
preceding 12 months. Overall,
29.5 percent of the total sample
reported having smoked from a
hookah.
Consistent with what has been
reported in the past, all types
of athletes were less likely than
non-athletes to smoke cigarettes.
Similarly, varsity athletes were
22 percent less likely than nonathletes to have smoked tobacco
from a hookah.
However, club and intramural
participants were 15 percent more
likely than non-athletes to have
smoked tobacco from a hookah.
Pitt co-authors of the study
were Carl Fertman of the Department of Health and Physical Activity, Kristen Rice of the Center
for Research on Health Care and
Michael Fine of medicine.
Primack’s research was supported by the Robert Wood
Johnson Foundation, the National
Cancer Institute and the Maurice
Falk Foundation.

Inflammation,
insulin
resistance
linked

An exploration of the molecular links between insulin resistance and inflammation may
have revealed a novel target for
diabetes treatment, say scientists
at Children’s Hospital’s John
G. Rangos Sr. Research Center.
Their findings appeared in the
online version of Diabetes, one
of the journals of the American
Diabetes Association.
Senior author and pediatrics
professor H. Henry Dong said
signs of low-grade systemic

inflammation are not uncommon among people who have the
pre-diabetic condition known as
metabolic syndrome, as well as in
animal models of obesity and type
2, or insulin-resistant, diabetes,
but it is not yet clear if there is
a cause-and-effect relationship
between chronic exposure to lowgrade inflammation and the onset
of insulin resistance. “Other studies have shown that in patients who
have inflammation and diabetes,
insulin-sensitizing drugs seem to
reduce inflammation while antiinflammatory therapies improve
sensitivity to insulin,” he said.
Dong’s team examined the
role played by a protein called
Forkhead Box 01 (Fox01), which
his previous research showed
contributes to elevations in triglycerides in an animal model of
obesity and diabetes.
In the current paper, the
researchers found in cultured cells
and mouse experiments that Fox01
stimulates inflammatory white
blood cells called macrophages,
which migrate to the liver and fat
tissue in insulin-resistant states to
increase production of a cytokine
called interleukin-1 beta (IL-1B).
The cytokine in turn interferes
with insulin signaling. Insulin
typically inhibits Fox01, setting up
a feedback loop in healthy tissues
that helps regulate insulin levels.
“The findings suggest that
when there is a lack of insulin or
when cells such as macrophages
are resistant to its presence, there
are no brakes on Fox01’s stimulation of IL-1B and its further interference with insulin signaling,”
Dong said. “That might explain
why chronic inflammation often
is coupled with obesity and type
2 diabetes. Also, a drug that acts
on Fox01 might be able to better
control blood sugar.”
Co-authors of the paper
include lead author Dongming
Su, Gina Coudriet, Dae Hyun
Kim, German Perdermo, Shen
Qu, Sandra Slusher, Hubert
Tse, Jon Piganelli and Nick
Giannoukakis, all of the hospital
pediatrics department’s Division of Immunogenetics and the
School of Medicine, and Yi Lu
and Jian Zhang of the Division
of Hematology and Oncology in
the medical school’s Department
of Medicine.
The study was funded by the
American Diabetes Association
and the National Institutes of
Health.

Protein shapes
studied

Computational biologists

at the School of Medicine have
shown that proteins need to
change shape as part of their biological activity. The shape changes
also allow the small molecules that
are attracted to a given protein to
select the structure that permits
the best binding.
The findings, which could help
in drug discovery and in designing compounds with the most
impact on protein function, were
published this week in the online
version of the Proceedings of the
National Academy of Sciences.
According to the classical
view, known as “induced fit,”
drug binding causes a change in
the target protein structure, said
senior author Ivet Bahar, John
K. Vries Chair of the Department
of Computational Biology. But it
now appears that a protein has
many different conformations
that are already available even
without the presence of a binding
molecule, or ligand.
Gathering information about
the array of conformations a
target protein might exhibit can
be of great use when designing
new drugs, enabling the scientist
to better identify the structural
pocket into which the drug must
fit to cause significant alterations
in protein function, such as the
inhibition of an enzyme reaction,
Bahar said.
For the study, Bahar and
doctoral student Ahmet Bakan
focused on three common drug
targets, namely enzymes important
in HIV, inflammatory response
and the cell division cycle.
Using the sets of conformations of protein-ligand complexes
stored in the Protein Data Bank, an
information repository at Rutgers
University, researchers figured out
what structures the enzymes had
both alone and when bound to a
variety of small molecules.
“It seems there are simple but
robust rules that control ligand
binding,” Bahar explained. “If
we know the rules, we can make
better predictions about which
binding sites to target to make
more effective drugs.”
Bahar’s research is funded
by the National Institutes of
Health.

Nanoscale
devices
developed

Two nanoscale devices recently
reported by Pitt researchers in
two separate journals harness
the potential of carbon nanomaterials in one case to enhance
technologies for drug or imaging
agent delivery and energy storage
systems, and in another to bolster
the sensitivity of oxygen sensors
essential in confined settings.
In a report published online
by Advanced Materials Aug. 12, a
team led by chemistry professors
Alexander Star and Stéphane
Petoud described the creation
of nanosized capsules that are
universally compatible with a
range of substances, particularly
related to medicine and energy.
When applied to medicine, the
tiny vessels potentially can carry
anticancer drugs or medicalimaging agents and be steered
via antibodies and biological
molecules to specific locations
within the human body. Energy
applications include the storage of
lithium and hydrogen in batteries
and fuel cells.
Pitt graduate chemistry stu-

dent Brett Allen was the paper’s
lead author. The project included
chemistry graduate student Chad
Shade and Adrienne Yingling,
now a graduate of Pitt’s PhD
chemistry program.
In a separate paper that
appeared online Aug. 16 in Nature
Chemistry, another team headed
by Star and Petoud revealed the
development of a highly sensitive fluorescent oxygen sensor
that can detect minute amounts
of the gas. Oxygen detectors are
important safety devices in mines,
aircraft, submarines and other
confined spaces, the researchers
noted. The sensor consists of
carbon nanotubes coated with a
luminescent compound incorporating europium, a reactive metal
found in fluorescent bulbs, television/computer screens and lasers,
among other applications.
The researchers gauged
oxygen levels by measuring the
intensity of its glow when exposed
to ultraviolent light and the tubes’
change in electrical conductance.
The tubes demonstrated sensitivity to oxygen concentrations as
low as 5 percent (normal atmospheric concentration is around
20 percent) and were unaffected
by other atmospheric gases such
as carbon dioxide and nitrogen.
The team calculated that the
sensor can indicate a level as low
as 0.4 percent.
The second paper was authored
by Shade and chemistry graduate
students Douglas Kauffman and
Hyounsoo Uh.

EPA pesticide
tests too short?

The four-day testing period
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) commonly
uses to determine safe levels of
pesticide exposure for humans and
animals could fail to account for
the toxins’ long-term effects, Pitt
researchers reported in the September edition of Environmental
Toxicology and Chemistry.
The team found that the
highly toxic pesticide endosulfan
— a neurotoxin banned in several
nations but still used extensively
in U.S. agriculture — can exhibit
a “lag effect” with the fallout from
exposure not surfacing until after
direct contact has ended.
Lead author Devin Jones,
a recent Pitt biological sciences
graduate, conducted the experiment under biological sciences
professor Rick Relyea, with collaboration from Pitt post-doctoral
researcher John Hammond. The
paper is available at http://www.
pitt.edu/news2009/Endosulfan.
pdf.
The team exposed nine species of frog and toad tadpoles to
endosulfan levels “expected and
found in nature” for the EPA’s
required four-day period, then
moved the tadpoles to clean water
for an additional four days, Jones
reported. Although endosulfan
ultimately was toxic to all species,
three species of tadpole showed
no significant sensitivity to the
chemical until after they were
transferred to fresh water. Within
four days of being moved, up to
97 percent of leopard frog tadpoles perished along with up to
50 percent of spring peeper and
American toad tadpoles.
Tadpoles in the Pitt project
spent four days in 0.5 liters of
water containing endosulfan
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concentrations of 2, 6, 7, 35, 60,
and 296 parts-per-billion (ppb),
levels consistent with those found
in nature. The team cites estimates
from Australia, where endosulfan
is widely used, that the pesticide
can reach 700 ppb when sprayed as
close as 10 meters from the ponds
amphibians typically call home
and 4 ppb when sprayed within 200
meters. The EPA estimates that
surface drinking water can have
chronic endosulfan levels of 0.5 to
1.5 ppb and acute concentrations
of 4.5 to 23.9 ppb.
Leopard frogs, spring peepers
and American toads fared well
during the experiment’s first four
days, but once they were in clean
water, the death rate spiked for
animals previously exposed to 35
and 60 ppb. Although the other
six species did not experience
the lag effect, the initial doses of
endosulfan still were devastating at
very low concentrations. Grey and
Pacific tree frogs, Western toads
and Cascades frogs began dying in
large numbers from doses as low
as 7 ppb, while the same amount
killed all green frog and bullfrog
tadpoles.
Of most concern, explained
Relyea, is that tadpoles and
other amphibians are sensitive
to pollutants and considered an
environmental indicator species.
The EPA does not require testing
on amphibians to determine pesticide safety, but Relyea previously
found that endosulfan is 1,000
times more lethal to amphibians
than other pesticides. Yet, he said,
if the powerful insecticide cannot
kill one of the world’s most susceptible species in four days, then
the four-day test period may not
gauge adequately the long-term
effects on larger, less-sensitive
species.
“When a pesticide’s toxic effect
takes more than four days to
appear, it raises serious concerns
about making regulatory decisions
based on standard four-day tests
for any organism,” Relyea said.
“For most pesticides, we assume
that animals will die during the
period of exposure, but we do not
expect substantial death after the
exposure has ended. Even if EPA
regulations required testing on
amphibians, our research demonstrates that the standard four-day
toxicity test would have dramatically underestimated the lethal
impact of endosulfan on even this
notably sensitive species.”
The endosulfan findings build
on a 10-year effort by Relyea to
understand the potential links
between the global decline in
amphibians, routine pesticide use
and the possible threat to humans
in the future.
A second paper by Relyea and

Jones also in the current Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry
expanded on one of Relyea’s most
notable investigations, a series of
findings published in Ecological
Applications in 2005 indicating that the popular weed-killer
Roundup is “extremely lethal”
to amphibians in concentrations
found in the environment.
The latest work determined
the toxicity of Roundup Original
Max for a wider group of larval
amphibians, including nine frog
and toad species and four salamander species. The report is available at www.pitt.edu/news2009/
Roundup.pdf.

Cancer vaccine
target found

Pitt researchers have found
that some healthy people naturally have developed an immune
response against a protein that is
produced in high levels in many
cancers, including breast, lung
and head and neck cancers. The
finding suggests that a vaccine
against the protein could prevent malignancies in high-risk
individuals.
Mice that were vaccinated
to boost their immune response
against this cell cycle protein,
called cyclin B1, were able to reject
a tumor challenge in which they
were exposed to a cancer cell line
that overproduced it, said senior
author Olivera Finn, Distinguished Professor and chair of
the Department of Immunology
at the School of Medicine. The
results were reported in the Proceedings of the National Academy
of Sciences.
“Cyclin B1 is known to be
produced in excess amounts in
several kinds of cancer,” she said.
“While we were studying it, we
noted that many healthy people
already had an immune response,
or antibodies, against the protein,
even though they’d never had
cancer.”
According to the researchers,
the immune response most likely
developed during a childhood
viral infection, when inflammatory responses are strong. Cells
infected with chicken pox virus,
for example, look very much like
tumor cells because they, too,
overproduce cyclin B1. The virus
actually packages the host protein,
which ultimately gets shown to
the immune system as a marker
of infected cells that must be
destroyed.
“Because cyclin B1 is a ‘self’
protein, there have been concerns that boosting the immune
response against it would produce
autoimmunity and create new
problems,” Finn said. “But now

that we know that perhaps 20
to 30 percent of people already
recognize it as abnormal when
made in excess, we can be more
confident about the safety of a
vaccine strategy to immunize
high-risk groups against it.”
She is working with collaborators to open, by the end of the
year, a clinical trial of a cyclin B1
treatment vaccine in lung cancer
patients, and she plans to assess it
in the future as a prevention strategy in patients with pre-malignant
lung lesions.
Natural immunity to other
tumor-specific proteins has been
found before, Finn noted. Her
team developed a vaccine to boost
response against MUC1, a protein
that is produced abnormally in

colon cancer and in precancerous
polyps. The MUC1 colon cancer
prevention vaccine is being tested
in a clinical trial led by colleagues
at UPMC.
“In previous work, we found
that women who developed an
immune response to MUC1, typically after pelvic surgery, mumps
or mastitis, have a much lower
risk for ovarian cancer,” Finn said.
“Cyclin B1 and MUC1 are part of
a big family of self-proteins that
become over-produced during
cancer development, so they
have great potential as targets in
prevention vaccines.”
Other Pitt authors of the paper
were Laura Vella and Min Yu of
the Department of Immunology.
The research was funded by
grants from the National Cancer
Institute and the Dana Foundation.

USAID work
to be evaluated
Political science professor
Scott Morgenstern has received
a $685,000 grant from Higher
Education for Development
funded by the U.S. Agency for
International Development to
update and evaluate USAID’s
work in supporting political party
development worldwide.
USAID began in 1991 to fund
programs aimed at strengthening
political parties. Morgenstern and
his team will evaluate USAID
programs by conducting eight-12
case studies in selected countries to
assess how well they achieved their
goals. The goal is to help guide
USAID political party programs
by providing them with an analytical tool to determine needs and
evaluate programs.
n

State budget impasse delays appropriation
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And, he said, July and August
are relatively low-expenditure
months compared to the months
ahead, now that students have
returned for the fall term. Costs
for compensation, supplies and
utilities all increase. “Everything
goes up when you have 30,000
students on campus,” he said.
Without the state dollars in
hand, the University is using
existing cash reserves and could
dip into lines of credit it has
established. However, Ramicone
said, Pitt managed without borrowing money in 2003 (when a
state budget was delayed until
December) and likely would not
tap into its lines of credit this year
in order to avoid the expense of
borrowing.
He said the University had
built up its cash reserves during
the previous fiscal year — not
expecting there would be a delay
in receiving its state appropriation,
but in response to earlier disruptions in the economy and in case
credit markets would freeze up
again. Given the current low interest rates, using the reserves results
in a “modest loss” of investment
income, Ramicone said.
A bigger impact on the University is on planning. Ramicone
said although unit leaders have
planned accordingly for flat or
reduced state funding, budget
amounts remain undefined.
Not knowing the net level of
funding prevents the University
from moving ahead with target
budgets for the University’s
responsibility centers.
Without budget amounts to
enter into Pitt’s financial system,
monthly level reports can show
expenses, but information on
funding levels is absent.
The University also is hampered in preparing its annual
budget request for the fiscal year
that begins July 1, 2010. The
document must be submitted to
the state Department of Education by Sept. 22. The lack of a
University budget complicates the
process, Ramicone said, because
next year’s request builds on current year budget figures, which are
not yet set. “Without it, it’s hard
to do anything,” he said.
Vice Chancellor for Governmental Relations Paul A. Supowitz
said the University is working on
the narrative portion of the budget
request, but can’t complete the
remaining portions without 200910 budget amounts.

The University found itself in a
similar situation in 2003, Supowitz
said. That year, the University was
permitted to submit the document later than usual rather than
sending one full of blank spaces,
he said, adding that he hopes the
Department of Education will take
a similar tack this year if a state
budget is not passed soon.
A state Department of Education spokesperson said Wednesday
that pushing back the deadline is
under consideration, but no decision has been made.
Another financial consideration for the University is that
the lack of a state budget has prevented the Pennsylvania Higher
Education Assistance Agency
from finalizing or disbursing grant
awards for the new academic year.
(PHEAA loans, which are not
funded by an appropriation from
the state, are not affected.)
Consequently, Pitt cannot tap
into PHEAA grant reimbursements that Ramicone said typically
would be received in late August
or early September.
Betsy Porter, director of the
Office of Admissions and Financial
Aid, said the issue is invisible to
students, but essentially means
the University is providing shortterm, no-interest loans to students who are expecting PHEAA

grants.
This term Pitt has 3,291 fulltime students with fall PHEAA
grants totaling nearly $4.84 million and 99 part-time students
with PHEAA grants totaling
$83,705, she said.
As is typical each year, Pitt’s
financial aid office receives eligibility information and grant
amounts from the agency and
posts the data to Pitt’s student
financial aid system, Porter said.
The grant amounts are credited
to the students’ accounts and,
depending on the balance of the
student’s account, either a bill is
generated or a credit or refund
is due.
What’s different in light of the
lack of a state budget is that Pitt
— and most universities, Porter
pointed out — have disbursed
the estimated grant amounts to
student accounts, but cannot
draw down the funding from
PHEAA.
Porter said, “In essence the
University has provided disbursements to the students without
having the ability to be reimbursed,” noting universities have
been assured by PHEAA that the
money will be passed through
quickly once its state appropriation is approved.
—Kimberly K. Barlow
n
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ACLU sues Pitt officer over incident

A

Pitt campus police officer and the Allegheny
County district attorney’s
office have been named in an
American Civil Liberties Union
lawsuit alleging that a man’s civil
rights were violated during an
incident in April.
Elijah Matheny of the Hill District was arrested April 29 by Pitt
police and charged with violating
state wiretapping laws after officers said he recorded an incident
without their permission.
The federal lawsuit, which
seeks declaratory relief and
unspecified damages, contends
that Matheny, who is not affiliated with Pitt, was a victim of
First Amendment retaliation, false
arrest, false imprisonment and
malicious prosecution.
According to the suit, Matheny
is a member of Landslide Community Farm, a Hill District-

based farm that provides food to
members of the local community.
He and a female companion were
seeking discarded household items
in a Dumpster near Bouquet
Gardens. A Pitt property manager
alerted the campus police to the
pair’s presence.
While campus police officers
were attempting to verify the
identity of the woman, who was
not carrying any identification, she
was placed in handcuffs by Officer
Nicholas Mollo, who is named as a
defendant in the lawsuit. Matheny
recorded the encounter on his cell
phone. After the woman’s identification was verified and Matheny’s
identification was confirmed,
Mollo removed the handcuffs and
told the two they were free to go,
the lawsuit states.
Mollo then asked Matheny if
he had made an audio recording
of the incident on his cell phone.

Peter W. Miller, a lecturer in
the Department of Electrical and
Computer Engineering, died July
24, 2009, of cardiac arrest. He
was 48.
An Air Force veteran, Miller
earned his undergraduate degree
in computer engineering summa
cum laude in 1999 and master’s
degree in electrical engineering
in 2001 at Pitt.
He joined the engineering faculty in 2001 and taught a variety of
computer and electrical engineering courses. Miller was teaching
a computer organization course
during the summer term and was
scheduled to teach three courses
during the fall term.
Popular with students, he was
named to the engineering school’s
2004 faculty honor roll.

Miller was known in the
department as a fast-moving, typeA personality who kept busy, yet
was not impatient with people.
Generous with his co-workers, in summers he often shared
the bounty of his garden, setting
out baskets of tomatoes and other
produce in the lunch area for the
taking.
“He was very gregarious,
extremely friendly, outgoing and
talkative. He would try to get to
know people,” said department
chair William Stanchina.
“Students in particular were
impressed by how much he went
out of his way to get to know
them,” Stanchina said, adding that
they often expressed surprise that
Miller knew them by name.
Freshman engineering pro-

A memorial service is set for 11
a.m. Sept. 18 in Heinz Chapel for
Allan L. Drash, emeritus professor
of pediatrics and epidemiology in
the School of Medicine and the
Division of Pediatric Endocrinology and Diabetes at Children’s
Hospital. Drash, 77, died Aug.
3, 2009.
Recognized as a driving force
behind early research on the care
of children with diabetes, Drash is
credited with helping expand the
hospital’s research and clinical care
programs and impacting the lives
of both patients and researchers
in the field.
Longtime collaborator Lewis
H. Kuller of the Department of
Epidemiology said Drash “moved
the whole field” as a pioneer
in pediatric endocrinology and
diabetes. “If you look at a tree of
people around the U.S. and the
world, especially in epidemiology,
you’d see this tree that grew out
of Allan’s enthusiasm and interest in treatment and prevention
of insulin-dependent diabetes.
He made a huge difference,” said
Kuller, a Distinguished University
Professor of Public Health.
Drash recognized the importance of studying environmental
and genetic factors behind the
disease, research that continues
today.
He also supported the idea of

having a team of nurses, nutritionists, social workers and others to
work alongside doctors in caring
for patients with diabetes. A
common practice now, “in those
days, it was unique,” Kuller said.
“It’s important to recognize a
lot of what we see now at the University, especially in pediatrics,”
are the results of Drash’s vision.
“His insights were ahead of many
of us,” Kuller said.
“He was convinced of the
importance of high-quality careful
care of children with diabetes,”
said Kuller, adding that Drash was
committed to the idea that intensive therapy to lower glucose in
such patients was critical. “That’s
been proven now,” Kuller said.
“He played a tremendous role
in training endocrinologists in the
proper care of children with diabetes. He also was committed to the
idea we had to do good research,”
Kuller said, citing Drash’s design
of a regional registry of children
with insulin-dependent diabetes
and their families.
“He was an enthusiastic guy.
He had good ideas. He listened
to people and he pushed things.
He was good at getting people to
collaborate and work together,”
Kuller said.
In addition to his diabetes
research, in the 1970s Drash
developed a local program to
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Matheny replied in the affirmative, and Mollo then handcuffed
and arrested him for a felony violation of Pennsylvania’s Wiretap
Act, which prohibits recording
conversations without first securing permission. Matheny also initially was charged with one count
of possession of an instrument of
crime, that is, his cell phone, which
was confiscated.
According to the suit, Matheny
was taken to Pitt’s Public Safety
Building where arrest paperwork
was processed. He remained in a
holding cell for four hours while
awaiting transport to the Allegheny County Jail, the suit states.
In the interim, according
to the suit, Pitt’s Mollo called
the Allegheny County district
attorney’s office for advice about
the legitimacy of the charges.
Assistant district attorney Chris
Avetta, who was the DA on duty

Peter W. Miller

gram director Dan Budny worked
closely with Miller, meeting
weekly together to discuss the
classes Miller was teaching.
“He was a joy to work with,”
Budny said, adding that Miller

Allan L. Drash

modify high cholesterol in children through diet, exercise and
behavioral modifications “long
before the idea of looking for high
cholesterol in kids was thought
about by most people,” Kuller
said.
Drash also developed a program at Children’s Hospital to
screen children and families with
high cholesterol and to treat them
with dietary interventions before
today’s drug therapy options were
available.
Trevor J. Orchard, interim
chair of the Department of
Epidemiology and professor of
epidemiology, pediatrics and
medicine, met Drash 30 years ago
when Orchard arrived here as a
young researcher. “He had the
remarkable combination not only
of warmth, but of great stature in
academic achievement.”

at that time, advised Mollo that
“Matheny’s actions in taping the
officers in the manner described
violated the Pennsylvania Wiretap
Act,” the lawsuit states. Avetta
also is named as a defendant in
the suit.
At a preliminary hearing in
July, the district attorney’s office
declined to pursue wiretap-related
charges and instead charged
Matheny with disorderly conduct
and defiant trespass. At the conclusion of the July 14 preliminary

hearing, Judge Ronald N. Costa
dismissed the criminal case against
Matheny.
No court date has been set for
the ACLU’s lawsuit against the
officer and the assistant DA.
Whether Mollo has been disciplined as a result of his actions
is unknown. John Fedele, Pitt
associate director of news, stated,
“We don’t comment on pending
lawsuits or on personnel matters.”
—Peter Hart
n

Pitt’s nuclear engineering program has netted a grant from the
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission to support two PhD students with $50,000 a year for four
years. The students will collaborate with Westinghouse Electric
Co. to develop a more quantitative
and mechanistic understanding of
the degradation of the austenitic
stainless steels used in constructing nuclear reactors.

Pitt’s program, housed in the
Department of Mechanical Engineering and Materials Science, is
the only nuclear engineering track
in western Pennsylvania.
The program trains aspiring
engineers in nuclear operations
and safety by working with nuclear
engineering companies such as
Bechtel Bettis, Westinghouse and
FirstEnergy Nuclear Operating
Co.
			
n

could be counted on to cover other
instructors’ classes when needed.
“He was willing to do whatever it
would take.”
Budny said that Miller loved to
be in the classroom and students
responded to his interest. “He had
the unique ability to communicate
with an 18 year old,” commanding
respect while being friendly at the
same time, Budny said.
“He was knowledgeable in the
areas he was teaching and kind
and gentle in the way he would
present the material. He was
approachable and would answer
questions. The kids would always
be surrounding him,” Budny said.
“He did everything a teacher was
supposed to do.
“He had a personality that
allowed people to get close. That’s

very important at the undergraduate level, especially the freshmansophomore level.”
As fall classes begin, Miller’s
loss is tangible. “It just doesn’t
seem the same without Pete here,”
Budny said, adding that it will take
three people this fall to cover the
courses Miller planned to teach.
“You could find someone
else to do the job, but never find
someone to replace him,” Budny
said. “He’ll be missed. He won’t
be forgotten.”
Miller is survived by his wife,
Sue Miller; his mother, Fran
Miller; three siblings, and four
stepchildren. The family requests
memorial donations be made to
Light of Life Mission, PO Box
535915, Pittsburgh 15253.
—Kimberly K. Barlow
n

Orchard said Drash put him at
ease and inspired him as a young
researcher to undertake more
than he otherwise would have had
the courage to attempt. “He was
inspiring and supportive, a combination of mentor and friend.”
Drash was open-minded with
an outgoing, friendly nature that
drew him into conversations
with those in other specialties
and led him to hear more about
other clinical fields, Orchard said.
“He didn’t restrict his focus and
thoughts to what he necessarily
knew best.”
Drash earned his bachelor’s
degree at Vanderbilt University
and his MD at the University of
Virginia. He served internships
and fellowships at Johns Hopkins before coming to Pitt as an
assistant professor of pediatrics
in 1966.
He ascended the ranks to
become director of the Division
of Pediatric Endocrinology, Diabetes and Metabolism and was
named a full professor in 1975. He
received a secondary appointment
in epidemiology and retired from
the Division of Endocrinology and
Diabetes at Children’s Hospital in
1991, but after five years returned
as an active clinician. Drash retired
as emeritus professor of pediatrics
in 1996 and retired from the hospital in 2006.

He was American Diabetes
Association president, medicine &
science, 1983-84, and was editorin-chief of its journal Diabetes
Care, 1992-96.
Drash chaired the International Study Group on Diabetes
in Children and Adolescents,
1981-87, and was president of
the Lawson Wilkins Pediatric
Endocrine Society, 1987-88.
He received a number of awards
including the American Diabetes
Association Outstanding Clinician
in the Field of Diabetes, the American College of Endocrinology’s
Distinguished Clinician Award
and the International Society for
Pediatric and Adolescent Diabetes
(ISPAD) Scientific Achievement
Award. Additionally, each year
since 2006, ISPAD has awarded
a six-week clinical fellowship in
Drash’s name.
Drash is survived by his wife,
Diane Dixon Drash; children
Allison Drash and James Drash,
and three grandchildren.
A new Allan Drash Diabetes
Scholarship for pediatric diabetes trainees has been established
through Children’s Hospital.
Donations may be made online
at www.GivetoChildrens.org or in
care of Chip Eagle, 1251 Waterfront Place, 5th floor, Pittsburgh
15222.
—Kimberly K. Barlow
n

Nuclear engineering gets grant
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Office of Research/NCURA
Broadcast Workshop
“Subrecipient Monitoring:
Assessing Risk”; Detre 2nd fl.
aud., 11:30 am-3:30 pm (47405)
Pitt Research Network Seminar
“The Microbicide Trials Network: Coordinating HIV Prevention Trials in Sub-Saharan
Africa,” Sharon Hillier, Magee,
& Christopher Ryan, IRB; S100
Starzl BST, noon
Health Services Research
Seminar
“AHRQ Funding & Design
Issues,” Mark Roberts, Kenneth
Smith & Kathleen McTigue; 305
Parkvale, noon
HSLS Lunch With a Librarian
“Testing Beyond the Laboratory:
Finding Testing Instruments
Used in Research & Clinical
Settings,” Ester Saghafi; Falk
Library conf. rm. B, noon
Ctr. for Philosophy of Science
Lecture
“Frames & Decisions,” Natalie
Gold, U of Edinburgh; 817R
CL, 12:05 pm
Pharmacology & Chemical
Biology Seminar
“The Warburg Hypothesis
& Cancer Cell Bioenergetics:
Opportunities & Challenges
for Chemotherapy,” Ben Van
Houten, Hillman Cancer Ctr.;
1395 Starzl BST, 3:30 pm

Postdoc Family Picnic
Schenley Plaza, 5-8 pm

Wednesday 16
Clinical Oncology & Hematology Grand Rounds
“Unknown Primary Cancer:
Evolving Understanding &
Treatment of Patients,” F.
Anthony Greco; Cooper Conf.
Ctr. classrm. C, 8 am
Day of Caring
Various locations, 9 am-3 pm
HSLS Workshop
“EndNote Basics,” Ahlam Saleh;
Falk Library classrm. 2, 10 amnoon
Bradford Campus Law
Enforcement Awareness Day
Mukaiyama U. Rm., FrameWesterberg Commons, UPB,
10 am-3 pm
Pathology Research Seminar
“Genetic & Epigenetic Controls
of Myeloid Lineage Specification & Tumorigenesis,” Jason
Cheng, U of Chicago; 1104
Scaife, noon
HSLS Workshop
“Genome Browsers,” Ansuman
Chattopadhyay; Falk Library
conf. rm. B, 1-3:30 pm
Senate Council Mtg.
2700 Posvar, 3 pm

Thursday 17
HSLS Workshop
“Introduction to HSLS Resources
& Services,” Mary Lou Klem;

Falk Library entrance, 10 am
(8-8796)
EOH Seminar
“Genomic Instability in Chromium Carcinogenesis,” Anatoly
Zhitkovich; 540 Bridgeside
Point, noon
Endocrine Research Conference
“PTH Receptor Studies in Live
Cells: What Have We Learned?”
Jean-Pierre Vilardaga; 1195
Starzl BST, noon
English Humanities Colloquium
Aamir Mufti, UCLA; 526 CL,
12:30 pm
HSLS Workshop
“Focus on Behavioral Medicine:
Searching in PsycINFO,” Ester
Saghafi; Falk Library classrm. 1,
1-2:30 pm
Otolaryngology Muse Lecture
“Decision Making in Advanced
Head & Neck Cancer: A Changing Paradigm & New Frontier,”
Gregory Wolf; S120 Starzl BST,
4 pm
Contemporary Writers Reading
Aleksandar Hemon; Connolly
Ballrm. Alumni, 8:30 pm

PhD Defenses
A&S/Psychology
“The Nature of Schizotypy
Among Multigenerational Multiplex Schizophrenia Families,”
Sarah Tarbox; Sept. 8, 4127
Sennott, 10 am

A&S/English
“Ruins & Riots: Transnational
Currents in Mexican Cinema,”
Kirsten Strayer; Sept. 11, 526
CL, noon
GSPH/Epidemiology
“Development of an Optimal
Patient Transfer Task Set &
Simulation-Based Intervention
to Reduce Musculoskeletal
Injury in Healthcare Workers,”
John O’Donnell; Sept. 14, 109
Parran, noon

Deadlines
UCIS Hewlett Int’l Grant
Program
Applications due Sept. 15. Information on eligibility, funding priorities & application procedures
available at http://www.ucis.pitt.
edu/main/hewlett_international.
html.
Teaching Surveys
Survey requests must be submitted online by Oct. 2: Log onto
www.omet.pitt.edu and click on
the direct link. Survey period
is Oct. 19-Dec. 11; surveys
are scheduled as requests are
received. (4-6134)

and Equipoise on issues relating
to diversity.
At Pitt since 1968, Daniel has
served as chair of the Department
of Black Studies (now Africana
studies), vice provost for Academic
Affairs and interim dean of the
College of General Studies.
Daniel earned his BS in psychology and his MA and PhD in
communication, all at Pitt.
He was an American Council

The next issue of the University
Times will include events of
Sept. 17-Oct. 1. Information for
events during that period must be
received by 5 pm Sept. 10 at 308
Bellefield Hall. Information may
be sent by fax to 4-4579 or email
to utcal@pitt.edu.
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on Education fellow at Stanford
and is an alumnus of Harvard’s
Institute for Educational Management.
With his son Omari, Daniel coauthored the 2003 memoir “We
Fish, the Journey to Fatherhood.”
He is working on a book-length
critical analysis of his work at Pitt,
tentatively titled “The Pursuit of
Diversity: A Black Soul’s Wandering in an Ivory Tower.”
n
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Observatory open house planned
Tickets are free, but reservations are required for Allegheny
Observatory’s Sept. 25 open house, which will be held 7-10 p.m.
Visitors can roam the observatory and peer into the night sky
through the 30-inch Thaw refractor telescope, a 47-foot instrument normally reserved for research.
In addition, members of the Amateur Astronomers Association
of Pittsburgh will set up telescopes on the lawn for the public.
The open house allows people to take self-guided tours of the
observatory’s research rooms.
The observatory is located at 159 Riverview Ave., Riverview Park
on the North Side. Reservations can be made weekdays 9 a.m.-5
p.m. by calling 412/321-2400.
n

Event Deadline
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Daniel named Distinguished Service Professor
Chancellor Mark A. Nordenberg named Jack L. Daniel, professor of communication and former
vice provost for Undergraduate
Studies, as Distinguished Service
Professor of Communication,
effective Sept. 1.
The appointment to a Distinguished Professorship, the highest honor that can be accorded
a member of the professorate, is
given in recognition of distinctive
contributions and outstanding service to the University community
in support of its mission, as well as
excellence in the faculty member’s
department and national stature in
his or her field.
Daniel served as Pitt vice provost for Undergraduate Studies
and dean of students, 2002-05.
In his administrative role, he
served as chair of the enrollment
management steering committee. He also was responsible for
new undergraduate academic
programs and worked with the
chancellor’s diversity task force

Chancellor’s Distinguished
Research Awards
Completed nomination forms
due to George Klinzing, 826 CL,
by Oct. 23.
Chancellor’s Distinguished
Teaching Awards
Nomination letters due to Patricia Beeson, c/o Nancy Reilly,
G33 CL, by Nov. 6.
Chancellor’s Distinguished
Public Service Awards
Nomination letters due to
Andrew Blair, 826 CL, by Nov.
16.
GSPIA Johnson Award for
Best Paper in Ethics, Accountability & Leadership
Submissions due April 10, 2010.
(info: www.johnsoninstitutegspia.org or 8-1336)
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Offering an
incredible deal for
Pitt Staff & Faculty!

$44.00

membership*
* includes 1-hour session,
each additional 1-hour
massage is $39

The Offices of Technology Management and
Enterprise Development present

THE FALL 2009
LIMBACH
LECTURE
SERIES
“Developing a Market for New Products
& Services: Precision Therapeutics Experience”
Sean McDonald, President & Chief Executive Officer
Precision Therapeutics, Inc.

Tuesday, September 22
4 pm
Biomedical Science Tower South, Room S100A

Get a

great massage that fits your
busy schedule and budget.

Nothing compares to how you'll feel after a great
massage by a professional Massage Therapist. With
convenient locations and evening and weekend
hours, Massage Envy fits perfectly into your busy life.
Finally, a great massage for every body.

SQUIRREL HILL
5836 FORBES AVE.
NEXT TO LITTLES SHOES
PHONE (412) 420-5188

$

39

*

INTRODUCTORY 1-HOUR
MASSAGE SESSION

* Valid for first one hour session, which consists of a 50 minute massage and time for consultation and dressing.
Not valid for non-member gift certficate purchase. Prices subject to change. Additional local taxes and fees may apply.
® 2007 Massage Envy Limited. LLC.
Franchises Available l MassageEnvy.com l Convenient Hours. Open 7 Days: M-F 8am-10pm. Sat 8am-6pm. Sun 10am-6pm
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September
Thursday 3
Epidemiology Seminar
“Epidemiology in Silico: Simulated Epidemics to Evaluate
H1N1 Pandemic Preparedness
Strategies,” Donald Burke; A115
Crabtree, noon
Int’l Legal Education Panel
Discussion
“Pros & Cons of Faith-Based
Initiatives in Addressing Health
Vulnerabilities in Southern
Africa: Legal Issues & Ethical
Issues”; Teplitz Mem. Courtrm.,
Barco, 4-6 pm (8-7023)

Saturday 5
Football
Vs. Youngstown State; Heinz
Field, 1 pm

Monday 7
• University closed in observance of Labor Day.

Tuesday 8
Practical Flow Cytometry
Lecture
“Lipopolysaccharide Activation

of Signal Transduction Pathways in Human Monocytes,”
T. Vincent Shankey, Beckman
Coulter; S100A Starzl BST, noon
(412/623-7780)
MMR Seminar
“Target Epigenetic Regulation of
NF-kappaB in Cancers,” Gutian
Xiao; Rangos Research Ctr. 3rd
fl. conf. ctr., noon
Faculty Assembly Mtg.
2700 Posvar, 3 pm
Asian Studies Welcome
Reception
WPU lower lounge, 4-5:30 pm
Provost’s Inaugural Lecture
“Rings, Cages, Prisms, Cubes:
The Myriad Forms of Water
Clusters,” Kenneth Jordan,
chemistry; FFA aud., 4:30 pm

Wednesday 9
Clinical Oncology & Hematology Grand Rounds
“Beyond Standard Adjuvant
Therapy: Impact of Diet &
Lifestyle on Colorectal Cancer
Survivors,” Jeffrey Meyerhardt;
Cooper Conf. Ctr. classrm. C,
8 am
SAC Mtg.
532 Alumni, 12:15-2 pm

HSLS Workshop
“Locating Protein Information,”
Ansuman Chattopadhyay; Falk
Library conf. rm. B, 1-3:30 pm
Academic Career Development Postdoc Lecture
“Maximizing Your Postdoctoral
Success: An Orientation to a
Full Academic & Social Life in
Pittsburgh,” Arthur Levine; S100
Starzl BST, 3-5 pm
Latin American Studies Welcoming Reception
Posvar patio, Clemente Dr.,
4-6 pm

Thursday 10
HSLS Workshop
“Adobe Photoshop for Beginners,” Sam Lewis; Falk Library
classrm. 2, 10 am-noon
Molecular Biophysics/Structural Biology Seminar
“Appreciating, Analyzing &
Improving 3D Structures of Protein & RNA,” Jane Richardson;
6014 BST3, 11 am
Endocrine Research Conference
“Growth Control by Coordinating Glycolysis & Glutaminolysis,” Donald Ayer; 1195 Starzl
BST, noon

TIMES

2009-10 publication schedule
Events occurring

Submit by

For publication

Oct. 1-15

Sept. 24

Oct. 1

Oct. 15-29

Oct. 29-Nov. 12

Nov. 12-25 (Wed.)
Nov. 25-Dec. 10
Dec. 10-Jan. 7
Jan. 7-21

Jan. 21-Feb. 4
Feb. 4-18

Feb. 18-March 4
March 4-18

March 18-April 1
April 1-15

April 15-29

April 29-May 13
May 13-27

May 27-June 10
June 10-24

June 24-July 8
July 8-22

July 22-Sept. 2

Sept. 10
Oct. 8

Oct. 22
Nov. 5

Nov. 19
Dec. 3

Dec. 23 (Wed.)
Jan. 14

Jan. 28
Feb. 11

Feb. 25

March 11

March 25
April 8

April 22
May 6

May 20
June 3

June 17
July 1

July 15

Sept. 17
Oct. 15

Oct. 29
Nov. 12

Nov. 25 (Wed.)
Dec. 10
Jan. 7

Jan. 21
Feb. 4

Feb. 18

March 4

March 18
April 1

April 15

April 29
May 13

May 27
June 10

June 24
July 8

July 22

Information submitted for the calendar should identify the type of event, such as lecture or concert, and the program’s specific title, sponsor, location and time. The name and phone number of a
contact person should be included. Information should be sent by email to: utcal@pitt.edu, by FAX
to: 412/624-4579, or by campus mail to: 308 Bellefield Hall. We cannot guarantee publication of
events received after the deadline.
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Friday 11
• Fall term add/drop period
ends.
SBDC Workshop
“The 1st Step: Mechanics of
Starting a Small Business”;
Mervis, 7:30-10 am (8-1542)
WPIC Conference
“The Future of Home-Based
Mental Health Care for the
Elderly”; WPU various rooms, 8
am-4:30 pm (412/802-6900)
Endocrine Conference
“DXA 101,” Susan Greenspan;
1195 Starzl BST, 8:30 am
Ridgway Discussion
“Cyber Threats: Challenges
& Responses”; presentations,
WPU Ballrm., 8:30 am; discussion, 4130 Posvar, 1:30 pm
(4-7884)

Campus Group Bicycle Ride
Rain or shine; meet on 5th Ave.
side of CL, depart at noon for 1hr. ride. (info: 8-3151 or jmsch@
pitt.edu)
Ctr. for Philosophy of Science
Lecture
“The Problem of Progress,”
Nicholas Rescher; 817R CL,
12:05 pm

Saturday 12
Survival Skills & Ethics Workshop
“Training for Success”; Scaife
lecture rm. 2, 10 am-3 pm
(412/578-3716)

Monday 14
HSLS Workshop
“PubMed Basics,” Linda Hartman; Falk Library classrm. 1,
9:30-11 am
English Humanities Ctr.
Lecture
“Orientalism & the Institution of
World Literature,” Aamir Mufti,
UCLA; 501 CL, 4 pm

Tuesday 15
Faculty & Staff Blood Drive
WPU lower lounge, 8 am-4 pm
(also Victoria 1st fl. lobby, 8 am-2
pm; 4-7702)
CONTINUED ON PAGE 19
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Sept. 17-Oct. 1

English Humanities Ctr.
Lecture
“The Industry of Truing: Socialist Realism, Reality, Realization,”
Petre Petrov, Princeton; 1128
CL, 4:30 pm
Ridgway Lecture
“Where the Wild Things Are:
Analyzing Attack & Defense
in Our Modern Global Cyberspace,” Thomas Longstaff,
Johns Hopkins; FFA aud., 7 pm
(4-7884)

• $8 for up to 15 words; $9 for 16-30
words; $10 for 31-50 words.
• For University ads, submit an account
number for transfer of funds.
• All other ads should be accompanied by
a check for the full amount made payable
to the University of Pittsburgh.
• Reserve space by submitting ad copy
one week prior to publication. Copy and
payment should be sent to University
Times, 308 Bellefield Hall, University
of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh 15260.
• For more information, call Barbara
DelRaso, 412/624-4644.
FOR SALE

THOROUGHBRED HORSE
Chestnut color; 15.3 hands & 13 years
young. Trained hunter/jumper; eventing,
jumper & hunt prospect. Beautiful mover,
smart & athletic. Call for information, pictures/video. 412/805-5166.
HOUSING/RENT

WILKINSBURG/BLACKRIDGE
3-BR townhouse. Available now! Located at
1445 Cresson St. Includes equipped kitchen,
WD, W/W carpeting, large back yard with
enclosed secure fence. Front porch & patio.
Security alarm system. $800/mo. + security
deposit. Garbage & garden maintenance
included. Tenant pays own water/sewage,
electricity, gas. Contact Elizabeth Johnson:
412/243-8722 or 412/973-4347.
HOUSING/SALE

MURRYSVILLE
5-BR Cape Cod within walking distance of
schools. 3 full baths, balcony off BR, 1st fl.
master BR, eat-in kitchen with HW fl., formal
DR, central AC, screened porch. Lg. level backyard w/pool. $184,900. Contact Ilene Grayson,
Howard Hanna, 724/327-5161; 724/331-6770;
igrayson@howardhanna.com.
O’HARA TOWNSHIP
Fox Hall Community; Fox Chapel schools. 2
BR plus den floor plan. Library alcove off den.
Lower level features finished game room, large
laundry area & walk-in closet. 2-car integral
garage. Wonderful storage. Private front courtyard & rear deck with view of woods. $289,000;
MLS# 766411. 724/941-9400 x253.
SHADYSIDE
Home for sale by owner. Completely renovated
house, 2 blocks from Shadyside Hospital. 3
blocks from Giant Eagle. 4 BR, 2.5 baths. New
kitchen with granite counter top & new bath
lined with marble & ceramic tiles. Asking
$399,000. Contact Barbara: 412/720-5370.

SQUIRREL HILL
Grand, spacious 4-square Victorian w/beautiful original wood, stained glass, pocket doors;
great updated kitchen, spacious LR, DR;
powder room on 1st fl., 4 BRs on 2nd, & 2 lg.
usable rooms on 3rd. Wonderful back yard,
deck. Off-street parking. Very convenient to
Pitt. $310,000. Call Ruth Drescher, Coldwell
Banker (Shadyside): 412/363-4000 x735 or
412/260-7997.
SQUIRREL HILL
2-BR, 1.5 bath, delightful house with large level
yard; HW floors; updated kitchen; laundry
room on 1st. Super Squirrel Hill location
convenient to public transport & to Oakland.
$179,500. Call Ruth Drescher, COLDWELL
BANKER R.E., 412/363-4000, x735 or
412/260-7997.
SERVICES

ELDER LAW—ESTATE ATTORNEYS
Michael H. Marks & Associates. Elder law;
nursing home/Medicaid cost-of-care planning;
wills; POAs; trusts; probate & estate administration; real estate. Squirrel Hill: 412/421-8944;
Monroeville: 412/373-4235; email: michael@
marks-law.com. Free initial consultation. Fees
quoted in advance. Personal & informative.
THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE
Massage Envy, 5836 Forbes Ave., 412/4205188. Introductory membership $44/mo.,
includes 1 massage. Each additional only $39!
No contract. Call today.
SUBJECTS NEEDED

YOUNG ADULTS
Pitt researchers seeking subjects 24-35 yrs. to
investigate effects of a continuous administration of Human Parathyroid Hormone-related
Protein (PTHrP 1-36). Requires wearing a
portable IV pump & staying overnight for 1
week for observation & laboratory testing.
Limited leave allowed. Monetary compensation provided. Call: 412/864-3266 or email:
endoresearch@dom.pitt.edu.
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